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ABSTRACT 
 
 

The purpose of the studies was to evaluate practical measures for testing recovery status in the 

field setting with non-invasive variables of knee flexion range of motion (ROM), landing error 

scoring system performance (LESS), Rectus femoris cross-sectional area (CSA), thigh 

circumference (circumference), and heart rate variability (lnRMSSD).  All of the studies required 

participants to complete the respective dependent variables, and then all studies completed the 

same performance battery, consisting of vertical jump (VJheight), isometric quadriceps strength 

(ISO), and time-to-peak isometric quadriceps strength (ISOTTP).  The same exhaustive exercise 

was utilized in all three studies and incorporated broad jumps and a timed running course.  

Participants were then measured again for the dependent variables and performance measures 

following the exercise protocol, and then returned at 24, 48, and 72-hours for follow-up testing.  

Study 1 analyzed the knee flexion ROM and LESS; Study 2 analyzed Rectus femoris CSA and 

thigh circumference at 15 cm proximal to the superior pole of the patella; and Study 3 analyzed 

the correlations between lnRMSSD and CSA.  Study 1:  The pre-exercise values for ROM were 

related to ∆VJheight 24, ∆ISO24, ∆VJheight 48, and ∆ISO48. Pre-exercise LESS were related to ∆ISO24 

and ∆ISO48.  Study II:  There were no significant relationships between the changes in CSA, 

circumference, and the performance variables over 72-hours.  Study III:  Changes in lnRMSSD 

and CSA were largely related immediately following the exercise protocol from baseline, and 

between baseline and 24-hour follow-up. In conclusion, knee flexion ROM and LESS can be 

used to predict the return of performance measures towards baseline following an exhaustive 
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bout of exercise, but that the changes in Rectus femoris CSA and thigh circumference were not 

good indicators of recovery.  However, there were large correlations between changes in 

lnRMSSD and changes in CSA immediately following exercise and at 24-hour follow-up, 

illustrating that lnRMSSD can detect both global and localized physiological responses 

following an exhaustive exercise bout.  ROM and LESS may be appropriate for predicting the 

responses in performance measures, and lnRMSSD is sensitive to both global and localized 

perturbations to homeostasis following exhaustive exercise.  
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CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Following an exhaustive bout of exercise, the body experiences a phenomenon termed 

exercise induced muscle damage (EIMD) (3,5).  This EIMD can lead to deleterious changes to 

muscles and result in altered muscle functioning (4,6-8,11).  Furthermore, variations in muscle 

functioning can yield deviations in movement patterns and, ultimately, decreased performance.  

Symptoms of EIMD become significant when they affect the activities of daily living (ADLs), 

most notably deteriorations to local strength, flexibility, and proprioception. 

The recovery of performance following an exhaustive bout of exercise is of paramount 

interest for clinicians.  Recently the scientific field has placed an emphasis placed on the 

practical applications of research studies, and so there is a need for the identification of practical 

measures of EIMD and the monitoring of performance decrements following the onset.  

Specifically, there is a need to understand when performance measures return to baseline levels 

following EIMD induction.  Although the symptoms of EIMD can last for between 48 and 72 

hours (2,13), the greatest clinical application of measuring decrements of EIMD is the return of 

performance to baseline levels.   

Previous literature has used methods such as isokinetic and eccentric isotonic exercises to 

elicit EIMD in the targeted tissues (1,9,12).  However, the practicality of both isokinetic and 

eccentric isotonic exercises are limited, as the use of these exercises is not reflective of clinical 

applications.  Therefore, a research study was conducted to investigate the use of three different 
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functional exercise protocols to initiate EIMD, and the exercise protocol that elicited the greatest 

increase of measured EIMD symptoms was selected for this study.  The selected protocol is 

based on a protocol used in previous research that involves broad jumping and running a timed 

course until participants were fatigued (10).   

While many laboratory procedures can assess for the presence of EIMD symptoms, there 

is great need of practical field measures for objectively assessing EIMD and for the 

understanding of how these markers relate to performance recovery.  Therefore, the overall 

purpose of this dissertation was to investigate practical methods for evaluating recovery status.  

Specifically, the purposes of this dissertation were: (a) to explore the independent associations of 

ROM and LESS to the recovery of lower extremity power and strength following an exhaustive 

bout of exercise over 72 hours of recovery; (b) to determine the effects an exhaustive exercise 

bout has on Rectus femoris cross-sectional area (CSA), thigh circumference, and non-fatiguing 

performance measures over 72 hours; and (c) to examine the relationship between heart rate 

variability (HRV) and CSA of the Rectus femoris over a 72-hour period following an exhaustive 

exercise bout. 

The following hypotheses were tested: 

Study 1: ROM and LESS would respond similarly to non-fatiguing performance 

measures following an exhaustive exercise bout by decreasing immediately, remain 

diminished at 24-hour follow-up, and begin to return towards baseline at 48-hours.  

Study 2:  CSA and circumference would increase immediately following the exhaustive 

exercise bout and would remain elevated at the 24-hour follow-up before trending 

towards baseline at 48-hour follow-up, and non-fatiguing performance measures would 
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be diminished immediately following the exhaustive exercise bout, remain diminished at 

24-hour follow-up, and return towards baseline at 48-hour follow-up; 

Study 3:  HRV would closely reflect the changes in CSA of the Rectus femoris, as well as 

the non-fatiguing performance measures following the exhaustive exercise bout over 72-

hours. 
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CHAPTER II 
 

ASSOCIATION OF FLEXIBILITY AND JUMP LANDING KINEMATICS ON THE 
RECOVERY OF LOWER BODY POWER AND STRENGTH FOLLOWING 

EXHAUSTIVE EXERCISE 

 

ABSTRACT 

 The purpose of this study was to determine if knee flexion range of motion (ROMpre) and 

jump landing kinematics evaluated via the landing error scoring system (LESSpre) could predict 

the change in performance variables following an exhaustive bout of exercise.  Participants were 

measured for ROMpre and LESSpre, followed by a performance battery of vertical jump (VJheight), 

isometric quadriceps strength (ISO), and time-to-peak isometric quadriceps strength (ISOTTP).  

Next, participants completed an exhaustive bout of exercise and upon termination, performance 

variables were reassessed and participants returned at 24, 48, and 72 hours following exercise 

termination for follow-up testing. ROMpre was significantly correlated with the changes in 

VJheight (r = .65) and ISO (r = .75) at 24-hour follow-up from baseline levels, and ROMpre was 

also significantly correlated with the change in VJheight (r = .66) and ISO (r = .79) at 48-hour 

follow-up as well.  ∆LESS scores were significantly correlated with the change in ISO (r = .67) 

at 24-hour follow-up, as well as the change in ISO (r = .62) at 48-hour follow-up.  These findings 

indicate that higher levels of flexibility result in better mitigate decreases in VJheight and ISO 

following an exhaustive bout of exercise at 24 and 48-hours post-exercise.  It remains uncertain 

why ∆LESS scores and ∆ISO24 and ∆ISO48 were significantly correlated, as higher LESS scores 
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indicate poorer jump landing kinematics.  Clinicians can use ROM before training to predict the 

recovery of lower extremity power and strength following intense physical activity. 

 

Key words:  exercise recovery, landing error scoring system, range of motion 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Alterations to normal muscular functioning after a bout of exhaustive exercise are termed 

exercise induced muscle damage (EIMD) (4,11).  Symptoms of EIMD include delayed onset 

muscle soreness (DOMS) (11,14,15,18); localized tenderness (8,12,25,29); restricted ranges of 

motion (ROM) (1,21,22); and diminished neuromuscular control (3,8,9,20,31,33).  These 

deleterious symptoms affect muscle functioning and physical activity outcomes, and their 

cumulative presence increases the risk of injury (8,16,20,21,26). 

 Clinicians measure joint ROM to assess joint mobility as an indicator of functionality and 

flexibility.  These measurements are quick to obtain and reliable when assessed by the same 

examiner (1).  Healthcare providers use ROM to track treatment progress following 

musculoskeletal injury (21,22).  Following elicitation of EIMD, functional ROM is diminished 

secondary to damage to sarcomeres and the resultant swelling(8), causing impaired muscle 

functioning (13,19).  Larkin-Kaiser, et al. (21) recorded baseline ROM measurements before 

initiating EIMD in the shoulders of their participants and determined that the prior ROM 

measurements were able to predict resting pain scores 48 hours following EIMD induction.  

They concluded that ROM was highly associated with the changes in pain scores following 

EIMD initiation in the shoulder, and suggest that clinicians use ROM in the upper extremity to 

determine the potential to develop symptoms of EIMD following exhaustive exercise (21).  

Previous findings suggest that individuals with lower ROM are at higher levels of risk for injury 
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(10,23), and so evaluating the ability of ROM to predict the recovery of lower extremity 

performance can help clinicians to quickly assess risk stratification in the lower extremity with 

their patients.   

Neuromuscular functioning is also impaired following intense exercise, diminishing 

movement patterns and neurological firing (9,26).  Poor muscle activation due to reduced 

electrical instigation to local muscles causes these adverse neuromuscular signals (9).  As 

myofilament cross-bridges are damaged during repetitive eccentric contractions, the disrupted 

sarcomeres fail to reconnect and become temporarily, yet significantly, dysfunctional (13).  

Vasodilation from the inflammatory response prompts Ca+2 to infiltrate the blood vessels and 

increase osmotic pressure while decreasing pain thresholds (30,32), making muscle activation 

difficult and painful, promoting additional inactivity.  Cumulatively, these effects hinder 

neurological pathways, can decrease proprioception, may lead to poor kinematics, and increase 

the risk of injury during continued physical activity (3). 

Poor jump landing kinematics are associated with increased predispositions to lower 

extremity injuries (28).  Padua, et al. (28) created and validated a method for practically 

assessing the absorption of these forces, which is termed the landing error scoring system 

(LESS), where the clinician uses 2 video cameras to record the landing joint mechanics from a 

30 cm high plyometric box in both the frontal and sagittal planes.  The clinician then analyzed 

the film and scored their kinematic functioning, with larger scores indicating poorer landing 

mechanics (27,28).  To date, there have not been studies to determine the effectiveness of LESS 

to anticipate acute changes to performance tests.  It would be clinically meaningful to investigate 

how effective flexibility and jump landing kinematics can be at predicting recovery of 

performance metrics following an intense bout of exercise, as these measures are practical 
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examinations of readiness to return to activity.  Therefore, the purpose of this study was to 

explore the independent associations of ROM and LESS to the recovery of lower extremity 

power and strength following an exhaustive bout of exercise over 72 hours of recovery in 

healthy, physically active individuals. 

 

METHODS 

Experimental Approach to the Problem 

 Twelve physically active participants volunteered for this study.  Following collection of 

informed consent, they were first assessed for knee flexion ROMpre (baseline ROM) on their 

right leg and were then assessed for jump-landing kinematics with the LESSpre (baseline LESS).  

Next they completed a performance battery consisting of a vertical jump test and isometric 

quadriceps strength test.  Upon completion of the performance battery, participants proceeded to 

the exercise protocol.  The exercise protocol involved broad jumping, running forward, 

backward and side shuffling with multiple changes of directions.  The outlined protocol was 

repeated until: volitional termination; if the participant elapsed the allotted time (their first lap 

plus 50% of their first lap); or if they completed 30 total repetitions (1 rep is 5 broad jumps and 

one complete timed running course).  Following termination of the exercise protocol participants 

completed another round of the performance tests.  Figure 1 provides an illustration of these 

events.  Participants reported back at 24, 48, and 72 hours post exhaustive exercise to repeat 

performance measures. 
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ROM = knee flexion range of motion; LESS = landing error scoring system; Perform 
= vertical jump height and isometric quadriceps strength; 24 = 24-hour follow-up 
measurement; 48 = 48-hour follow-up measurement; 72 = 72-hour follow-up 
measurement. 

Figure 2.1 Timeline of study procedures. 

 

 

 

 

Subjects  

 Twelve physically active men and women volunteered for this study (Table 1).  

Participants were included if they were free from lower extremity injury for at least the past 6 

months and had no current ailment that would impair their ability to safely perform the required 

amount of exercise in this study.  Additionally, participants confirmed they performed vigorous 

intensity physical activity for at least 60 minutes per week, and all participants completed written 

informed consent.  Participants were instructed to avoid exercise 24-hours before data collection 

began and for the duration of the study.  Additionally, participants were instructed to avoid 

alcohol and caffeine within 12 hours of reporting for data collection, and to report in a fasted 

state for data collection.  All data collection occurred between 6 and 7 AM.  The local 

Institutional Review Board approved this study. 

 
 
Table 2.1 Descriptive characteristics of participants (mean ± SD). 

 Age (years) Height (cm) Weight (kg) 
Male (n = 6) 21.8 ± 1.2 177.7 ± 7.6 79.8 ±   7.5 
Female (n =6) 19.8 ± 1.2 166.7 ± 7.0 67.3 ± 11.2 
 

Day 1

ROM & LESS Perform (Pre) Exhaustive 
Exercise Perform (Post)

24 Hours

Perform (24)

48 Hours

Perform (48)

72 Hours

Perform (72)
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Procedures  

Before data collection, interested participants completed a written informed consent, 

health history questionnaire, physical activity readiness-questionnaire (PAR-Q), and a 

demographics background form.  If the participants were qualified for the study based on the 

inclusion criteria they were taken through a familiarization trial, which included all of the 

measurements and exercises for this study.  Height and weight were recorded on this visit using a 

standiometer (Seca, UK) and digital scale (Seca, UK), respectively.  Following the completion of 

the familiarization trial, the participants next reported within 7 days for the first data collection 

session.  Table 2 has a truncated list of the relevant abbreviations used in this study. 

 
Table 2.2  List of abbreviations. 

ROM Knee flexion range of motion 
LESS Landing error scoring system 
VJheight Vertical jump height 
ISO Isometric quadriceps strength 
ISOTTP Time-to-peak isometric quadriceps strength 
Pre Results at baseline 
IP Results Immediately following the exhaustive exercise bout 
24 Results 24-hours following the exhaustive exercise bout 
48 Results 48-hours  following the exhaustive exercise bout 
72 Results 72-hours following the exhaustive exercise bout 
∆ROM Change in knee flexion range of motion; follow-up value minus the pre-exercise value 
∆LESS Change in landing error scoring system; follow-up value minus the pre-exercise value 
∆VJheight Change in vertical jump height; follow-up value minus the pre-exercise value 
∆ISO Change in isometric quadriceps strength; follow-up value minus the pre-exercise 

value 
∆ISOTTP Change in time-to-peak isometric quadriceps strength; follow-up value minus the pre-

exercise value 
 

 
Range of Motion 

To begin, participants lay prone on a treatment table while the clinician aligned a ruler 

attached to the digital inclinometer (Baseline Evaluation Instruments, White Plains, NY) with the 
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proximal (fibular head) and distal landmarks (lateral malleolus) to measure the knee flexion 

ROMpre (baseline) of the right leg.  When instructed, participants flexed their knee by attempting 

to touch the heel of their foot to their back.  As the leg moved through the motion arc, the 

clinician maintained the ruler’s alignment with the landmarks and read the number of degrees to 

the nearest whole number reported by the digital inclinometer when the participants reached their 

terminal range.  Participants were later measured again immediately after the exhaustive exercise 

bout (ROMIP), 24-hours following the exhaustive exercise bout (ROM24), 48-hours following the 

exhaustive exercise bout (ROM48) and 72-hours following the exhaustive exercise bout (ROM72). 

 

Landing Error Scoring System 

Next, participants stood on a 30-cm plyometric box with cones placed in front of the box 

at a distance one-half of the participants’ height.  Two video cameras (Nikon, Melville, NY) 

were used to record their jump landing mechanics according to the LESS parameters created by 

Padua, et al. (28) The first camera was placed 121.92 cm in front of the box at a height of 121.92 

cm above the floor, and the second camera was 60.96 cm to the side of the cones to visualize the 

participants’ right leg at a height of 60.96 cm.  These cameras recorded the jumps and later the 

participants’ kinematics were analyzed by the PI using the landing error scoring system-real time 

(LESS-RT) scoring system.  LESS-RT was utilized because it was designed for use by clinicians 

and therefore requires less expertise than the original LESS (27).  Participants were instructed to 

jump horizontally so that their feet landed just in front of the cones and upon landing 

immediately performed a maximum vertical jump; this was deemed one jump.  The jumping 

process was repeated for three total jumps.  Participants were measured at this time for baseline 

(LESSpre) and were assessed again immediately after the exhaustive exercise bout (LESSIP), 24-
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hours following the exhaustive exercise bout (LESS24), 48-hours following the exhaustive 

exercise bout (LESS48) and 72-hours following the exhaustive exercise bout (LESS72) 

 

Performance Battery 

After these measures were recorded, the participants completed the performance battery.  

The battery consisted of a vertical jump test and an isometric quadriceps strength test completed 

in that order, in accordance with National Strength and Conditioning Association standards for 

ordering exercises (2).  Participants began each test within 60 seconds of the previous test. 

Vertical jump (VJheight) performance was measured with a commercial device (Vertec, 

Perform Better, West Warwick, RI) to assess jump height.  The vertical jump device is designed 

to measure vertical jump height and has a weighted base with a telescoping metal arm that can be 

vertically adjusted.   Attached to the telescoping arm are 25-plastic swivel vanes that are spaced 

at increments of 1.27 centimeters.  Standing reach was measured with participants standing 

under the vanes and reaching their right arm straight above their head, moving the highest vane 

they could touch.  Next, the telescoping arm was extended to an estimated height where the 

subject would be able to touch their right hand between the lowest and highest vanes upon 

jumping.  The participant then performed 3 countermovement jumps and contacted the highest 

vane possible with their right hand.  The maximum jump height of all 3 jumps was recorded, and 

the average of the three attempts was analyzed.  Immediately following the exercise protocol 

vertical jump was again assessed (VJheight IP), and participants returned for follow-up testing 24-

hours following the exhaustive exercise bout (VJheight 24), 48-hours following the exhaustive 

exercise bout (VJheight 48) and 72-hours following the exhaustive exercise bout (VJheight 72). 
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Finally, baseline isometric quadriceps strength (ISOpre) was measured on the right leg 

using a digital dynamometer (Lafayette Instrument Company, Lafayette, IN).  Participants sat at 

the edge of the treatment table with their legs hanging freely towards the ground at 90° of 

flexion.  The clinician placed the dynamometer on their ankle and instructed the participant to 

push into the device as hard as possible for 3 seconds.  This procedure was repeated for 3 data 

recordings.  Average strength was recorded in pounds (lbs) and time-to-peak strength (ISOTTP) 

was recorded in seconds (s) for each effort, and the average was used for analysis.  Follow-up 

testing was conducted immediately following the exercise protocol (ISOIP), 24-hours following 

the exhaustive exercise protocol (ISO24), 48-hours following the exhaustive exercise protocol 

(ISO48), and 72-hours following the exhaustive exercise protocol (ISO72). 

 

Exhaustive Exercise   

Once the performance battery was completed, the participants were allowed to rest for 60 

seconds before completing the maximum effort exhaustive bout of exercise.  The exercise 

protocol has been validated through previous research to elicit objective markers of exhaustion 

(24).  This protocol involves 5 broad jumps to 75% of the participants’ maximum broad jump 

distance followed by a timed running course.  If a jump did not reach the required distance, that 

jump was not counted and was repeated until 5 valid jumps were performed.  The running course 

is detailed in Figure 2.  The clinician timed each running effort with a stopwatch.  Completion of 

both the five broad jumps and timed course equated to one repetition.  The exercise was stopped 

if any one of the termination criteria was met, stated as follows:  1) failure to complete the 

running course in the allotted time, as calculated by 150% of the participant’s first running lap; 

2) if the participant completed 30 repetitions; or 3) if the participant reached volitional fatigue 
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and wanted to stop.  Participants were instructed to limit rest time after each running effort to no 

more than 60 seconds and to begin the next lap with another set of broad jumps as soon as 

possible.  

 

Figure 2.2 Exhaustive exercise protocol diagram. 

 

Participants began by performing 5 broad jumps to a distance that was 75% of their 
maximum broad jump.  Cones were positioned on the ground to mimic a basketball court.  
Participants next began the running course at cone A and ran forward around cone B until 
reaching cone C, then ran backwards in a straight line back to cone A.  Participants then 
turned so they were facing cone D and shuffled laterally to their left to cone B, and upon 
reaching cone B they sprinted forward to cone D:  at cone D they turned to their left and 
sprinted to cone C.  Finally, at cone C participants turned to face cone D once more and 
shuffled to their right until reaching cone B, and reaching cone B they sprinted forward to 
cone D:  at cone D they turned to their right and sprinted to cone A.  The combination of 
broad jumps and this running course equated to 1 repetition.  They were allowed no more 
than 60 seconds to rest before beginning another repetition. 
 

 Upon completion of the exercise protocol participants again repeated the performance 

battery (VJheight IP, ISOIP, ISOTTP IP).  Once all of the post-exercise measures were recorded, day 1 

data collection was complete.  Each participant returned 24, 48, and 72 hours later for follow-up 

and repeated the non-fatiguing performance test battery as described above. 
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Statistical Analysis  

Repeated measures ANOVAs analyzed ROM, LESS, VJheight, ISO, and ISOTTP across the 

five time points (pre-exhaustive exercise, immediately post-exhaustive exercise, 24-hour follow-

up, 48-hour follow-up, and 72-hour follow-up) separately for statistical significance.  Any 

overall significant findings were followed up with least significant differences (LSD) contrasts to 

determine where significant differences occurred.  Subtracting the pre-exercise value from the 

respective follow-up test values calculated the change scores in the performance measures 

(immediately post exercise minus pre-exercise value [∆VJheight IP, ∆ISOIP, ∆ISOTTP IP]; 24-hour 

follow-up minus pre-exercise value [∆VJheight 24, ∆ISO24, ∆ISOTTP 24], 48-hour follow-up minus 

pre-exercise value [∆VJheight 48, ∆ISO48, ∆ISOTTP 48], 72-hour follow-up minus pre-exercise value 

[∆VJheight 72, ∆ISO72, ∆ISOTTP 72]).  Pearson correlations analyzed the relationship between the 

predictor variables (ROMpre and LESSpre) and revealed a large relationship between ROMpre and 

LESSpre (r = -.55).  Therefore, partial correlations were utilized to analyze individual associations 

between the predictor (ROMpre and LESSpre) and performance variables (DVJheight time, DISOtime, 

DISOTTP time).  Correlations were considered significant at a priori < 0.05.  Further, qualitative 

magnitudes of the correlation coefficients were described with the method identified by Hopkins 

et al. (17) where r of 0 to 0.30 was considered small, 0.31 to 0.49 was moderate, 0.50 to 0.69 was 

large, 0.70 to 0.89 was very large, and 0.90 to 1.00 was near perfect. 

 

RESULTS 

 All twelve participants completed the testing protocol and all participants’ data were 

analyzed.  The mean ± SD knee flexion ROMpre was 129.47 ± 10.86 degrees, while the mean ± 

SD LESSpre score was 2.92 ± 2.47.  The mean ± SD number of laps completed in the exhaustive 
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bout of exercise was 16.00 ± 7.62.  On average the amount of time it took for participants to 

complete the exhaustive exercise was 23.10 ± 10.47 min.  The mean ± SD for all ROM, LESS, 

and the performance measures are reported in Table 3.   

 

Table 2.3 Range of motion (degrees), landing error scoring system (arbitrary units), 
vertical jump height (cm), isometric quadriceps force production (lbs), and time-to-peak 
isometric quadriceps force production (s) pre-exhaustive exercise, immediately post-
exhaustive exercise, 24-hour post-exhaustive exercise, 48-hour post-exhaustive exercise, 
and 72-hour post-exhaustive exercise (mean ± SD). 

 Pre Post 24 48 72 
ROM 129.47 ±  10.86 126.15 ± 10.12  127.59 ±   9.49 127.46 ±   9.48 128.08 ±  9.82 
LESS     2.92 ±    2.47   *4.58 ±   2.94   *5.08  ±   3.15   *5.00 ±   3.52     4.25 ±  3.20 
VJheight   49.81 ±  10.56   49.22 ± 13.30 *46.51  ± 13.12   47.23 ± 12.80   47.69 ± 13.23 
ISO   88.40 ±  21.63   83.49 ± 24.02   84.79  ± 25.40   87.68 ± 23.92   92.75 ± 26.28 
ISOTTP     2.59 ±      .46     2.39 ±     .42     2.60  ±     .36     2.48 ±     .45     2.56 ±     .37 
ROM = range of motion; LESS = landing error scoring system; VJheight = vertical jump 
height; ISO = isometric quadriceps strength; ISOTTP = time-to-peak-isometric quadriceps 
strength; pre = prior to exhaustive exercise; post = immediately post-exhaustive exercise; 
24 = 24-hour post-exhaustive exercise; 48 = 48-hour post-exhaustive exercise; 72 = 72-hour 
post-exhaustive exercise; * p < 0.05 compared to pre-exhaustive exercise values. 
 

  

There were no significant differences in ∆ROM, ∆ISO, and ∆ISOTTP over the length of 

the study.  There were significant changes in ∆LESSIP scores (pre - 2.92 ± 2.47; post- 4.58 ± 

2.94), as well as ∆LESS24 (pre - 2.92 ± 2.47; 24 - 5.08 ± 3.15) and LESS48 (pre - 2.92 ± 2.47; 48 

- 5.00 ± 3.52).  Additionally, there was a significant difference in ∆VJheight 24, between pre-

exhaustive exercise (49.81 ± 10.56) and 24-hour follow-up (46.51 ± 13.12). 

There were no significant correlations between the change scores of the predictor 

variables (∆ROM and ∆LESS) and the change scores of the performance measures (∆VJheight, 

∆ISO, and ∆ISOTTP).  However, there were significant correlations between ROMpre and LESSpre 

and the changes in the performance measures (follow-up minus pre-exhaustive exercise values) 
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during recovery (see Table 4).  Because there was a large correlation between ROMpre and 

LESSpre (r = -.55), partial correlations from linear regressions were utilized for ROMpre variables 

(controlling for LESSpre); and LESSpre (controlling for ROMpre).  ROMpre was significantly 

correlated with:  the ∆VJheight 24 (r = .65, Figure 3); ∆ISO24 (r = .75, Figure 4); ∆VJheight 48 (r = .66; 

Figure 5); and ∆ISO48 (r = .79; Figure 6).  These correlations indicate that those with greater 

ROMpre showed a greater mitigation of decreases to VJheight and ISO at both 24-hour and 48-hour 

follow-ups.  LESSpre was significantly correlated with both ∆ISO 24 (r = .67; Figure 7) and ∆ISO 

48 (r = .62; Figure 8).  These correlations indicate that those with higher LESSpre scores (poorer 

jump landing kinematics) recovered quadriceps strength to a greater extent than those with lower 

LESSpre scores (better jump landing kinematics).  
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Table 2.4 Pearson partial correlations between predictor variables (ROM, LESS) and 
changes in performance variables (VJheight, ISO, ISOTTP) from pre-exhaustive exercise 
values to respective follow-up values. 

 Pearson partial correlation coefficients 
Variable ROM (controlling for 

LESS) 
LESS (controlling for 

ROM) 
VJheight    .27    .57 
ISO -  .38 -  .03 
ISOTTP    .49     .50 
DVJheight IP         .45    .30 
∆ISOIP    .45    .39 
∆ISOTTP IP -  .09   .09 
∆VJheight 24       .65*    .44 
∆ISO24       .75*      .67* 
∆ISOTTP 24 -   .25 -  .00 
∆VJheight 48       .66*    .37 
∆ISO48       .79*      .62* 
∆ISOTTP 48 -   .28    .00 
∆VJheight 72     .43    .18 
∆ISO72     .45    .44 
∆ISOTTP 72 -  .23    .02 
ROM = range of motion, LESS = landing error scoring system, VJheight = vertical jump 
height, ISO = isometric quadriceps strength, ISOTTP = isometric quadriceps strength time-
to-peak, ∆ = change in variable from time indicated minus pre-exercise value, IP = 
immediately post-exhaustive exercise, 24 = 24 hours post-exhaustive exercise, 48 = 48 hours 
post-exhaustive exercise, 72 = 72 hours post-exhaustive exercise; * p < 0.05. 
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Figure 2.3 Scatter plot showing the relationship between ROMpre (controlling for LESSpre) 
and ∆VJ24.  

 

 

The values for ∆VJheight 24 and ROM represent residuals of the correlation of ROM 
(controlling for LESS) and ∆VJheight 24. 
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Figure 2.4 Scatter plot showing the relationship between ROMpre (controlling for LESSpre) 
and ∆ISO24.  
 

 
 
The values for ∆ISO24 and ROM represent residuals of the correlation of ROM (controlling 
for LESS) and ∆ISO24. 
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Figure 2.5 Scatter plot showing the relationship between ROMpre (controlling for LESSpre) 
and ∆VJheight 48. 
 

 
The values for ∆VJheight 48 and ROM represent residuals of the correlation of ROM 
(controlling for LESS) and ∆VJheight 48. 
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Figure 2.6 Scatter plot showing the relationship between ROMpre (controlling for LESSpre) 
and ∆ISO48. 
 

 
 
Figure 6.  The values for ∆ISO48 and ROM represent residuals of the correlation of ROM 
(controlling for LESS) and ∆ISO48. 
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Figure 2.7 Scatter plot showing the relationship between LESSpre (controlling for ROMpre) 
and ∆ISO24. 
 

 
 
The values for ∆ISO24 and LESS represent residuals of the correlation of LESS (controlling 
for ROM) and ∆ISO24. 
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Figure 2.8 Scatter plot showing the relationship between LESSpre (controlling for ROMpre) 
and ∆ISO48. 
 

 
 
The values for ∆ISO48 and LESS represent residuals of the correlation of LESS (controlling 
for ROM) and ∆ISO48. 
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DISCUSSION 

This study examined the effects of an exhaustive bout of exercise on the recovery of 

ROM and LESS, and if these changes were associated with changes in performance variables 

during follow-up testing.  The ∆ROM and ∆LESS were not associated with the changes in 

performance variables; however, the baseline values of ROMpre and LESSpre were independently 

associated with the responses of lower extremity power and strength following an exhaustive 

bout of exercise.  ROMpre was significantly correlated with ∆VJheight 24, ∆ISO24, ∆VJheight 48, and 

∆ISO48.  These results indicate that participants who reported with larger ROMpre values 

exhibited greater recovery of VJheight following the exhaustive exercise than those with less knee 

flexion ROMpre.  Furthermore, participants with greater ROMpre also regained more ISOIP 

following the exhaustive exercise than those with less knee flexion ROMpre.  Although used 

clinically as an objective measure of the presence or quality of muscle damage (6,35), or as a 

predictor of injury risk (7,34), the use of ROMpre as a correlate of lower extremity performance 

recovery following exhaustive exercise has not previously been reported in the literature.  

Larkin-Kaiser, et al. (21) reported ROM to be a strong predictor of recovery following EIMD 

induction in the shoulder when using a subjective pain score to assess status, but there are no 

such reports concerning lower extremity recovery.  The present findings are distinctive because 

ROMpre was related to the change in power and force production of the lower extremity at 24 and 

48 hours following an exhaustive exercise bout.  

LESS was created as an objective measurement for identifying kinematic risk factors that 

predispose people to anterior cruciate ligament sprains (27,28), and has been used as a screening 

tool for risk stratification (3,20,31).  Jump landing kinematics were assessed in the present study 

using LESS and changed significantly over the initial 48 hours of recovery when compared to 
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the pre-exhaustive exercise value, indicating that jump landing kinematics worsened.  These 

findings are novel for using LESS as an evaluation tool for the presence of EIMD.  The ∆LESS 

scores returned towards baseline and were no longer significantly different than the pre-

exhaustive exercise values by the 72-hour follow-up.  The LESSpre scores were correlated with 

the ∆ISO24 and ∆ISO48.  However, these correlations indicate that those who displayed poor 

landing mechanics (higher LESSpre scores) recovered more isometric quadriceps strength at 24 

and 48 hours post-exhaustive exercise than those who displayed better jump landing kinematics 

before the exhaustive exercise.  This finding is not clearly understood, as it would seem those 

with better LESSpre scores would recover better than those with poorer LESSpre scores.  We 

speculated that an explanation for the association between poorer landing scores and faster return 

of ISO towards baseline is that those with poorer LESSpre scores exerted less effort during the 

exhaustive exercise bout and therefore did not manifest the same degree of muscle damage.  

However, this is not supported by the non-significant relationships between:  LESSpre and the 

number of exhaustive exercise repetitions (r = .27); or LESSpre and RPE (r = -.27). The exact 

reason for these finding remains unclear. 

A potential limitation of this study is that it is possible participants may not have given a 

maximal effort.  Participants were instructed to perform the exhaustive bout of exercise at full 

speed while minimizing any resting time (< 60 seconds between reps).  It is possible that because 

termination occurred due to volitional fatigue some participants may not have achieved their 

maximum potential exertion and may not have reached maximal fatigue at time of termination.  

Further, because the performance measures were taken multiple times over the length of the 

study there was a potential for a learning effect.  Familiarization trials were utilized to diminish 

these possibilities, and the researchers provided encouragement throughout the exercise protocol 
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to urge participants to give full effort.  Also, it should be noted that the participants in this study 

were self-identified as being highly physically active via informed consent, defined as 

participating in at least 60 minutes per week of vigorous intensity physical activity.  This 

population may respond differently than those with lower levels of physical activity, as they are 

likely more efficient at attenuating the deleterious effects of EIMD than less physical active 

individuals (5).  Future research should study individuals with varying physical activity levels to 

more effectively apply these findings to broader audiences.  Finally, there may have been 

differences between genders in response to the exhaustive exercise bout; however, due to a small 

sample size definitive conclusions on possible gender differences cannot be made.  Future 

research may consider increasing the sample sizes for both men and women to determine if 

gender differences concerning the ability of ROM and LESS to predict recovery exist.   

In conclusion, this study examined how an exhaustive bout of exercise effects ROM, 

LESS, VJheight, ISO, and ISOTTP.  LESS significantly worsened from pre-exhaustive exercise to 

immediate post-exercise, 24-hour, and 48-hour follow-ups.  Additionally, this study analyzed the 

relationships between changes in ROM and LESS to the changes in VJheight, ISO, and ISOTTP 

following an exhaustive bout of exercise.  The ∆ROM and ∆LESS were not correlated to the 

changes in the performance variables; however, ROMpre and LESSpre were able to predict the 

responses of some variables during follow-up testing.  ROMpre measurements were related to the 

recovery of VJheight and ISO 24 and 48 hours following exhaustive exercise; whereas higher 

LESSpre scores prior to exercise were associated with a greater mitigation of the deleterious 

effects for ISO at 24 and 48-hour follow-ups.  Thus, those participants who exhibited greater 

knee flexion ROMpre demonstrated a greater VJheight and ISO strength 24 and 48 hours following 
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exhaustive exercise, while those participants who demonstrated poorer jump landing kinematics 

(LESSpre) demonstrated greater ISO at both 24 and 48 hours.  

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

LESS was applied in a novel manner in this study, as it was used to evaluate the presence 

of EIMD.  As such, the diminished jump landing kinematic scores following exercise may be 

indicative of EIMD.  The current findings indicate that LESS may be related to physiological 

changes in local muscles following exhaustive exercise and therefore indicative of EIMD. 

The relationships that ROMpre and LESSpre have with the acute changes to performance 

variables following an exhaustive exercise bout were also evaluated in this study.  The results 

indicate that larger ROMpre is associated with greater return of VJheight and ISO at 24 and 48 

hours towards baseline following the exercise bout.  Therefore, participants with greater knee 

flexion ROMpre displayed better return of lower body explosive force and strength towards 

baseline at both afore mentioned time points following completion of the exercise protocol.  

These findings indicate that knee flexion ROM may be a practical method to predict alterations 

to VJheight and ISO following intense physical activity.  LESSpre was associated with the change 

in ISO at 24 and 48-hour follow-ups (i.e., those with poorer jump landing kinematics at baseline 

recovered to a greater degree than those with better jump landing kinematics at baseline).  

However, these findings are not presently understood.  It should be appreciated that ∆LESS 

scores increased significantly from their baseline value (indicating poorer jump landing 

kinematics) and peaked at the 48-hour follow-up before trending back towards baseline at 72-

hour follow-up, therefore ∆LESS may be a functional indicator of EIMD.  Finally, the sample 
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size in this study was not adequate to perform separate analyses by gender, and so the role of 

gender on the ability of ROM and LESS to predict recovery is unknown.  
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CHAPTER III 
 

CHANGES IN MUSCLE SIZE IN RELATION TO PERFORMANCE RECOVERY 
FOLLOWING AN EXHAUSTIVE BOUT OF EXERCISE 

 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine if Rectus femoris cross-sectional area (CSA) 

and thigh circumference would reflect the changes to lower extremity performance measures 

following an exhaustive bout of exercise.  Participant’s right thighs were measured 15 cm above 

the superior pole of their patella for both CSA and circumference measurements.  B-mode 

musculoskeletal ultrasound was used to measure CSA of the Rectus femoris with a panoramic 

image, and circumference was measured at the same location with a tape measure.  Participants 

next completed the performance battery, consisting of vertical jump (VJheight) and isometric 

quadriceps strength (ISO) assessment.  From ISO, time-to-peak isometric strength (ISOTTP) was 

also assessed.  After the performance battery participants completed the exhaustive bout of 

exercise.  Upon exercise termination, participants were then measured again for CSA, 

circumference, VJheight, ISO, and ISOTTP.  Finally, participants reported back at 24, 48, and 72 

hours after the exercise bout for follow-ups.  CSA significantly increased immediately following 

the exercise bout but returned near baseline by the 24-hour follow-up.  CSA had a large negative 

relation to VJheight (r = -.60) prior to exhaustive exercise, and thigh circumference was also 

largely associated with VJheight (r = .65) and very largely associated with ISO (r = .77) prior to 

exhaustive exercise.  Neither CSA nor circumference were significantly correlated beyond the 

immediate post-exhaustive exercise follow-up.  These findings indicate that Rectus femoris CSA 
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and thigh circumference were not sensitive to the changes in VJheight, ISO, and ISOTTP following 

an exhaustive bout of exercise.   

 

Key words: musculoskeletal ultrasound, cross-sectional area of Rectus femoris, thigh 

circumference  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The physiological changes that occur following a bout of exhaustive exercise are termed 

exercise induced muscle damage (EIMD).  The muscle damage occurs as the cross-bridges are 

overstretched and mechanically detach (4,10,13), followed by an influx of proteins and Ca2+ into 

local blood vessels from the increased capillary permeability (30,34).  Sayers and Hubal (32) 

report the breakdown of myocellular components cause an incursion of pain mediators from the 

inflammatory response to the damaged area, resulting in local soreness and pain upon moving 

(5,12,14,18,19).  The flood of proteins and cellular debris into the blood vessels block the 

lymphatic drainage (15) and perpetuate the inflammation (31).  All of these disruptions increase 

muscle circumference secondary to the swelling and edema, ultimately resulting in impairments 

to strength and function (17).  

Localized inflammation occurs secondary to the initiation of EIMD (7).  As the vessels 

dilate and vascular permeability increases (30,32), sensitivity increases and pain threshold 

decreases (26,29).  Measuring limb circumference gives quantitative data of the magnitude of 

inflammation in the measured tissue (3,25).  Healthcare professionals regularly measure 

circumference with tape measures because it is a practical, quick, and efficient method for 

estimating distension secondary to damage.  Although not specific to one particular muscle, 
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acute muscle circumference change is indicative of the magnitude of inflammation in the 

measured tissue (3,7,25). 

Muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) is a measure of the size of a specific muscle.  Muscle 

CSA is a clinically relevant measure as it can predict strength and power, with greater CSA 

values indicating greater strength potential (28).  The “gold-standard” of measuring CSA is 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (21,28,33); however MRI is very expensive, time-

consuming, and inaccessible to most researchers and clinicians.  Obtaining the total 

circumference of the area of interest and subtracting the subcutaneous fat as measured by 

skinfolds with calipers can estimate muscle CSA (6,28).  These estimations are simple to obtain, 

though less accurate than MRI values (33).  Musculoskeletal ultrasound (US), however, is an 

affordable and portable option for measuring muscle CSA (9,21,33). Furthermore, US can easily 

distinguish between fat tissue, fascia, and muscle (9,21,33), allowing for more accurate 

measurements than the estimation method.  Mayes et al. (21) found high correlations between 

MRI and US values for CSA measurements (r = 0.96), stating US is as a valid method for 

determining CSA as MRI (24,27).  The ease of capturing a US, along with the benefits 

previously mentioned make US more practical for assessing CSA than MRI. 

To date, there has not been a study that explores the relationship between Rectus femoris 

CSA, thigh circumference, and performance recovery over time following initiation of EIMD.  

This information may be valuable for clinicians to assess the magnitude of muscular recovery 

following intense bouts of exercise and to determine the appropriate level of activity for their 

populations.  Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the effect EIMD has on 

Rectus femoris CSA, thigh circumference, and a battery of performance measures over 72 hours 

following EIMD induction.  A second purpose of this study was to determine the relationships 
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between the alterations to Rectus femoris CSA and thigh circumference to the changes in 

performance over 72 hours following lower extremity EIMD induction. 

 

METHODS 

Experimental Approach to the Problem 

 Twelve healthy, physically active participants were recruited for this study.  Participants 

lay supine on a treatment table while clinicians used a musculoskeletal ultrasound to capture a 

panoramic image of their right Rectus femoris at 15 cm above the superior pole of their patella.  

Following the ultrasound image capture and maintaining the supine position, participants were 

measured for thigh circumference at the same landmark as the US image with a tape measure.   

Next, participants completed a battery of performance measurements consisting of a 

vertical jump test and isometric quadriceps strength test, respectively.  Upon completion of the 

performance measures, participants began the exhaustive bout of exercise.  The exercise protocol 

involved broad jumps, running forwards, backwards, and side shuffling in specific directions.  

Participants continued the protocol until:  if they elapse the allotted time; if they completed 30 

repetitions; or if they reached volitional termination.  Following the termination of the exercise 

protocol, participants were again measured at the same landmarks as before with the ultrasound 

device, as well as for thigh circumference with a tape measure.  Finally, they were again assessed 

with the performance tests.  Figure 1 provides an illustration of the study procedures.  

Participants returned at 24, 48, and 72 hours and were measured with the US and tape measure 

and completed the performance battery at each time point. 
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Figure 3.1 Timeline of study procedures. 

 

 

 

 

Subjects 

 Twelve physically active college students volunteered for this study.  Participants were 

included if they were free from lower extremity injury for at least the past last 6 months and had 

no current ailment that would impair their ability to safely perform the required amount of 

exercise in this study.  Furthermore, participants confirmed they participated in vigorous levels 

of physical activity for at least 60 minutes per week.  Participants were instructed to avoid 

exercise 24-hours before data collection began and for the duration of the study, to refrain from 

drinking alcohol or caffeine within 12 hours of data collection sessions, and to arrive in a fasted 

state.  All data collection sessions occurred between 6 and 7 AM.  All participants were given 

and completed written informed consent.  The local Institutional Review Board approved this 

study. 

 

Procedures  

Prior to collecting any data, participants completed an informed consent, health history 

questionnaire, physical activity readiness-questionnaire (PAR-Q), and a demographics 

background form.  Qualifying participants, based on the inclusion criteria, then completed a 

Day 1

CSA & 
Circumference 

(Pre)
Perform (Pre) Exhaustive 

Exercise
CSA & 

Circumference 
(Post)

Perform (Post)

24 Hours

CSA & 
Circumference 

(24)
Perform (24)

48 Hours

CSA & 
Circumference 

(48)
Perform (48)

72 Hours

CSA & 
Circumference 

(72)
Perform (72)

Figure 1.  CSA = Rectus Femoris cross-sectional area; Circumference = thigh 
circumference; Perform = vertical jump height, isometric quadriceps strength and 
time-to-peak isometric quadriceps strength; 24 = 24-hour follow-up measurement; 
48 = 48-hour follow-up measurement; 72 = 72-hour follow-up measurement. 
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familiarization trial, including all of the measurements, techniques and movements required in 

this study.  During this session height (cm) and weight (kg) were recorded with a standiometer 

(Seca, UK) and digital scale (Seca, UK), respectively.  After completing the familiarization trial, 

the initial data collection was scheduled to begin data collection within 7 days.  All 

measurements were taken on the participants’ right legs. 

 

Musculoskeletal Ultrasound 

Participants lay supine on a treatment table with their legs extended.  The clinician placed 

a mark 15 cm proximal from the superior pole of the participants’ right patella to designate the 

site of the ultrasound measurements.  While the participants were resting in a supine position the 

clinician captured a panoramic image of the Rectus femoris at the designated area using the B-

mode musculoskeletal ultrasound device (GE Logiq e BT12, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) 

and a multi-frequency linear-array probe (12 L, 10 MHz, 3.5 cm depth; GE Healthcare, 

Wauwatosa, WI).  Aqueous ultrasound gel was applied to the marked area, and then the 12L 

longitudinal ultrasound wand was applied to the skin and held 90° perpendicular to the surface of 

the skin.  The clinician maintained this orientation while moving the wand from the lateral aspect 

of the Rectus femoris to its medial border.  Once an image was captured the clinician cleaned the 

gel from the participant.  An acceptable ultrasound image had smooth edges and continuity as 

judged by the PI, who was experienced with taking such US images.  Cross-sectional areas were 

calculated later, following the completion of the data collection session using external image 

analysis software (ImageJ, Version 1.4, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).  Figure 2 

is an acceptable image of the panoramic view of the Rectus femoris from a participant in this 

study used for CSA measurement. 
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Figure 3.2 Panoramic ultrasound image of the Rectus femoris from a participant in this 
study. 

 

Figure 2.  The fascial outline of the Rectus femoris was traced using the freehand tool with 
ImageJ software.  Also pictured are the Vastus lateralis, Vastus medialis, and Vastus 
intermedius, which were not analyzed in the study. 
 

 

Thigh Circumference 

After an acceptable ultrasound image was captured, the thigh circumference was 

measured using a tape measure (Mabis, Waukegan, IL).  Using the same 15 cm line from the 

CSA measurement, clinicians lay the tape measure around the leg and noted the measurement.  

This was repeated for three circumference measurements and the average was used for analysis. 

 

Performance Battery  

Next participants completed the performance battery.  The performance battery included 

vertical jump and isometric quadriceps strength test, respectively.  The order was set in 
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accordance with the National Strength and Conditioning Association’s (NSCA) established order 

of the performance tests to avoid carryover (1).  Participants were allowed 60 s of rest between 

each of the tests. 

Vertical jump performance (VJheight) was assessed using a commercial device (Vertec, 

Perform Better, West Warwick, RI).  The device measures vertical jump height, and has a 

weighted base with an adjustable telescoping arm.   There are 25-plastic swivel vanes attached to 

the movable arm that are spaced 1.27 centimeters apart.   Prior to vertical jump testing 

participants’ standing reach was assessed.  To begin, participants stood under the plastic vanes 

and reached their right arm straight above their heads, pushing the highest vane they could reach.  

Next, the movable arm was extended to a height that the participants estimated they would be 

able to touch between the lowest and highest vanes with their right hand upon maximum 

jumping without being able to reach the highest vane.  Each participant performed 3 

countermovement jumps, reaching the highest vane possible with their right hand.  All attempts 

were recorded and the average was used for analysis. 

Finally, the isometric quadriceps strength was measured with a digital dynamometer 

(Lafayette Instrument Company, Lafayette, IN).  Participants sat with their legs hanging over the 

edge of the treatment table with 90° of knee flexion.  The dynamometer was placed on their right 

ankle and the participants were instructed to push against the device for 3 seconds until the 

device beeped, indicating it stopped recording.  Each participant performed 3 pushes, with the 

average strength (ISO) in pounds and time-to-peak (ISOTTP) was recorded in seconds. 
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Exhaustive Bout of Exercise  

 After the performance battery, participants rested for 60 seconds and then completed the 

exhaustive exercise bout.  Previous research has validated this exercise protocol to cause EIMD 

(22).  This protocol required participants to complete as many repetitions as possible on a course 

made up of 5 broad jumps to 75% of the participants’ maximum broad jump distance and a timed 

running course with multiple changes of direction.  If a broad jump did not reach the distance 

marked that jump did not count and was repeated until the participant crossed the marker 5 

times.  Completion of both the sets of 5 broad jumps and the timed running course equated to 

one repetition.  The clinician timed each running effort with a stopwatch.  The course is detailed 

in Figure 3.  Exercise stopped if any one of the termination criteria were met:  1) failure to 

complete the running course within 150% of the participants’ first lap time; 2) if the participants 

completed 30 laps; 3) if the participants reached volitional fatigue and wanted to stop.  The 

participants then repeated US and circumference assessments, as well as the performance test 

battery.  The first data collection trial concluded upon completion of the second performance test 

battery.  Each participant returned 24, 48, and 72 hours later to repeat the US, circumference and 

performance test battery. 
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Figure 3.3 Exhaustive exercise program diagram. 

 

Participants began by performing 5 broad jumps to a distance that was 75% of their 
maximum broad jump.  Cones were positioned on the ground to mimic a basketball court.  
Participants next began the running course at cone A and ran forward around cone B until 
reaching cone C, then ran backwards in a straight line back to cone A.  Participants then 
turned so they were facing cone D and shuffled laterally to their left to cone B, and upon 
reaching cone B they sprinted forward to cone D:  at cone D they turned to their left and 
sprinted to cone C.  Finally, at cone C participants turned to face cone D once more and 
shuffled to their right until reaching cone B, and reaching cone B they sprinted forward to 
cone D:  at cone D they turned to their right and sprinted to cone A.  The combination of 
broad jumps and this running course equated to 1 repetition.  They were allowed no more 
than 60 seconds to rest before beginning another repetition. 
 

 

Statistical Analysis  

Repeated measures ANOVAs were used to analyze the differences within each variable 

across time and significant findings were further analyzed with pairwise comparisons with least 

significant differences (LSD) correction to determine where the significant differences occurred.  

Pearson product moment correlations assessed the relationship between the changes to CSA, 

circumference, and each performance variables across all time points.  Correlations were 

considered significant at an a priori p < 0.05 level of significance.  The qualitative magnitude of 
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the correlation coefficients were analyzed with the Hopkins et al. (16) method where r of 0 to 0.3 

was considered small, 0.31 to 0.49 was moderate, 0.50 to 0.69 was large, 0.70 to 0.89 was very 

large, and 0.90 to 1.00 was near perfect.  Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS 

(Version 22.0, IBM, Armonk, NY). 

 

RESULTS 

 All twelve of the participants who volunteered for this study completed the study and 

were included in the analyses.  The mean ± SD number of laps participants completed in the 

exhaustive bout of exercise were 16.00 ± 7.62.  The mean ± SD number of minutes participants 

took to complete the exhaustive exercise protocol were 23.10 ± 10.47.  The mean ± SD of 

reported RPE was 15.75 ± 1.29 on a Borg RPE scale.  Table 1 displays the differences within the 

predictor (CSA and circumference) and performance measures (VJheight, ISO, and ISOTTP) from 

the ANOVAs.  
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Table 3.1 Cross-sectional area of Rectus femoris (cm2), circumference (cm), vertical jump 
height (cm), isometric quadriceps force production (lbs), and time-to-peak isometric 
quadriceps force production (s) pre-exhaustive exercise, immediately post-exhaustive 
exercise, 24-hour follow-up after exhaustive exercise, 48-hour follow-up after exhaustive 
exercise, and 72-hour follow-up after exhaustive exercise (mean ± SD). 

 Pre Post 24 48 72 

CSA   7.12  ±    .62 * 7.73 ±     .53     7.17 ±     .53   7.06 ±     .58   7.35 ±     .63 

Circumference 53.49  ±  4.91 *54.15 ±   4.85   53.23 ±   4.91 53.40 ±   4.46 53.26 ±   5.15 

VJheight 49.81 ± 10.56  49.14 ± 13.45 *46.51 ± 13.12 47.23 ± 12.80 47.69 ± 13.23 

ISO 88.40 ± 21.63  83.49 ± 24.02   84.79 ± 25.40 87.68 ± 23.92 92.75 ± 26.28 

ISOTTP   2.59 ±     .46    2.39 ±     .43     2.60 ±     .36   2.48 ±     .45   2.56 ±     .37 

CSA = cross-sectional area of Rectus femoris measured 15 cm superior to superior pole of 
the patella with musculoskeletal ultrasound; circumference = thigh circumference 
measured 15 cm superior to superior pole of the patella measured with tape measure; 
VJheight = vertical jump height; ISO = isometric quadriceps strength; ISOTTP = time-to-
peak-isometric quadriceps strength; pre = prior to exhaustive exercise; post = immediately 
post-exhaustive exercise; 24 = 24-hour post-exhaustive exercise; 48 = 48-hour post-
exhaustive exercise; 72 = 72-hour post-exhaustive exercise; * p < 0.05 vs. pre-exhaustive 
exercise values.  
 
 

 

CSA peaked immediately following the exhaustive exercise bout (p = .002), but there 

were no significant differences when pre-exercise values were compared to the 24-hour, 48-hour, 

and 72-hour follow-up CSA measurements.  Circumference also peaked immediately following 

the exhaustive exercise (p = .028), but there were no significant differences when pre-exercise 

circumference values were compared to the 24-hour, 48-hour, and 72-hour follow-up 

circumference measurements. There was also a significant change in VJheight between pre-

exercise values and 24-hour follow-up (p = .014).   

Correlation coefficients relating initial pre-exhaustive exercise values among the 

predictor and performance variables are reported in Table 2.  Also reported in Table 2 are 

correlation coefficients showing the relationships among changes in CSA, circumference, 
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VJheight, ISO, ISOTTP from pre-exhaustive exercise values to 24, 48, and 72-hour follow-up.  

There was a significant large negative correlation between CSApre and VJheight pre (r = -.60).  

There was a significant large correlations between Circumferencepre and VJheight pre (r = .65), as 

well as a very large correlations between Circumferencepre and ISOpre (r = .77).  Additionally, 

there were large correlations between CSApre and both Circumferencepre (r = -.56) and ISOpre (r = 

-.57) and each correlation approached statistical significance (p = .056, p = .051, respectively).  

The relationship between ∆CircumferenceIP and ∆VJheight IP (r = .52) was also large and 

approached statistical significance (p = .084).  Finally, the large correlation between 

∆Circumference48 and ∆VJheight 48 (r = .51) approached statistical significance (p = .094). 
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Table 3.2 Correlation coefficients between the predictor variables (Rectus femoris cross-
sectional area and thigh circumference) and the performance measures (VJheight, ISO, 
ISOTTP) pre-exercise; also shown are the correlations between the changes in the predictor 
variables (Rectus femoris cross-sectional area and thigh circumference) and the changes in 
performance measures (VJheight, ISO, ISOTTP) from baseline to respective follow-up. 

Variable CSApre Circumferencepre 
CSA PRE  -  .56 
Circumference PRE -  .56  
VJheight PRE -  .60*    .65* 
ISO PRE -  .57    .77* 
ISOTTP PRE -  .04    .17 
   
Variable ∆CSAIP ∆CircumferenceIP    
∆CSAIP     .00 
∆CircumferenceIP    .00  
∆VJheightIP    .06    .52 
∆ISOIP -  .37    .47 
∆ISOTTP IP -  .09    .08 
   
Variable ∆CSA24 ∆Circumference24 
∆CSA24     .15 
∆Circumference24    .15  
∆VJheight24 -  .09 -  .23 
∆ISO24 -  .05 -  .24 
∆ISOTTP 24    .21    .16 
   
Variable ∆CSA48 ∆Circumference48 
∆CSA48  -  .20 
∆Circumference48 -  .20  
∆VJheight48 -  .15    .51 
∆ISO48 -  .07    .34 
∆ISOTTP 48 -  .06 -  .29 
   
Variable ∆CSA72 ∆Circumference72 
∆CSA72     .13 
∆Circumference72    .13     
∆VJheight72    .31    .01 
∆ISO72    .01 -  .33 
∆ISOTTP 72    .22 -  .47 
CSA = Rectus femoris cross-sectional area, circumference = thigh circumference, VJheight = 
vertical jump height, ISO = isometric quadriceps strength, ISOTTP = isometric quadriceps 
strength time-to-peak, ∆ = change in variable from time indicated minus the pre-exercise 
value, IP = immediately post-exhaustive exercise, 24 = 24-hour follow-up after exhaustive 
exercise, 48 = 48-hour follow-up after exhaustive exercise, 72 = 72-hour follow-up after 
exhaustive exercise; * p < 0.05. 
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DISCUSSION 

This study examined the effects of an exhaustive bout of exercise on the recovery of 

muscle CSA and limb circumference, and sought to determine if these changes were associated 

with changes in performance variables during follow-up.  Initially, CSA increased immediately 

after the exercise bout, but returned to baseline levels by the 24-hour follow-up.  This immediate 

increase is likely due to an increase in peripheral blood flow to the working tissues during 

exercise.  Similar to the current results, Dierking et al. (7) noted that CSA was not significantly 

different from baseline following DOMS induction in the biceps brachii.  Although that study 

utilized the upper extremity, the results were analogous to the present study, as the alterations of 

CSA in the affected muscle following intense exercise was not reflective of the total limb 

variations in either study. 

The current findings corroborate the results of previous studies that showed the changes 

in CSA were not reflective of changes in performance variables (7,11).  It appears that CSA may 

not be a sensitive indicator of deleterious effects following exhaustive exercise.  Surprisingly, 

baseline CSA was strongly inversely associated with pre-exercise VJheight, indicating that 

participants with larger CSA did not jump as high as those with smaller CSA measurements.  

This is contrary to the axiom of larger muscles produce more explosive force (6,20,35).  This 

finding may be explained in part by possible differences in body composition between those with 

larger versus smaller CSA.  That is, if those with smaller CSA were leaner than those with larger 

CSA, it might be expected that they would jump higher.  Body composition was not assessed in 

the current study and future research may consider using body composition as a covariate. 

Similar to the immediate increase in Rectus Femoris CSA after exercise, thigh 

circumference increased significantly immediately following the exhaustive bout of exercise and 
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then returned to baseline levels by the 24-hour follow-up.  Pre-exercise circumference exhibited 

large positive correlations with pre-exercise VJheight and ISO, providing further evidence 

validating that muscle size is related to muscle force production (36). Although the Rectus 

femoris CSA was negatively associated with VJheight, total thigh circumference does not isolate 

one muscle or one group of muscles.  The counter-movement jump technique utilized in this 

study (8,23) is a complex movement that incorporates the coordination of multiple joints and 

muscle groups, and hence is not reflective of Rectus femoris functioning alone. 

The lack of significant changes to either CSA or circumference during the follow-up may 

be due in part to the exercise protocol that was utilized.  The exercise protocol was created to 

replicate participation in an athletic event (22), combining broad jumps, forward sprints, 

backwards running, side shuffling and changes of direction in rapid succession and is more 

applicable to practitioners in field settings.  The exercise protocol used in this study has been 

shown to elicit EIMD (22), however, and so should have been sufficient to elicit EIMD in the 

current study.  Moreover, the participants in this study were self-reported as being highly 

physically active, confirming they participated in at least 60 minutes per week of vigorous 

intensity physical activity on an informed consent document.  Thus, participants’ high levels of 

physical activity may have decreased their susceptibility to the deleterious effects of the 

fatiguing exercise protocol (2).  Future research should consider comparing groups of individuals 

of varying degrees of self-reported physical activity levels and their proneness to EIMD 

symptoms.  

 This study required that participants give maximum effort during the exercise bout to 

elicit EIMD; however, it is possible that participants terminated exercise before they truly 

reached their limit.  Additionally, because participants completed the same performance 
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measures five times over the course of 72-hours there is potential for a learning effect.  However, 

to minimize the potential for a learning effect, prior to data collection participants completed a 

familiarization trial where they performed all of the activities and were encouraged to ask 

questions about any instructions that were unclear. 

 The present study examined the relationships between CSA of the Rectus femoris, thigh 

circumference and a series of performance variables, as well as the relationships between the 

changes in CSA of the Rectus femoris, the changes in thigh circumference and the changes in 

performance measures after an exhaustive bout of exercise over 72-hours.  Both CSA and 

circumference were significantly increased at the immediate post-exercise follow-up compared 

to baseline, however both returned to baseline levels by the 24-hour follow-up.  Although they 

may have clinical relevance in other applications, the results of this study do not support using 

changes in Rectus femoris CSA or thigh circumference as an assessment of performance 

recovery following an exhaustive bout of exercise.  

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

 This study investigated the relationships between Rectus femoris CSA, thigh 

circumference, and performance variables both before and after exhaustive exercise.  

Additionally, this study analyzed the relationships in the changes to each of the measurements 

across 72-hours of recovery.  Both CSA and circumference significantly increased immediately 

following the exercise protocol; however, neither variable was significantly different than the 

baseline value at 24, 48, or 72-hour follow-up.  There were no significant relationships between 

the changes in CSA, circumference, or the performance variables after exhaustive exercise.  

These findings indicate that CSA and circumference were not able to detect physiological 
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alterations in the muscles due to exhaustive exercise, or conversely, that the protocol did not 

initiate enough EIMD.  Clinicians may need to consider using other techniques to assess 

recovery status after an exhaustive bout of exercise. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGES IN RMSSD AND RECTUS FEMORIS 
CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA FOLLOWING AN EXHAUSTIVE BOUT OF EXERCISE 

 

ABSTRACT 

Heart rate variability (HRV) is a measure of parasympathetic activity in the heart, and root mean 

square sum of standard deviations (lnRMSSD) is a time domain measure of HRV that is 

advantageous for field testing and may be sensitive to performance recovery.  Musculoskeletal 

ultrasound is used to measure cross-sectional areas (CSA) of individual muscles.  The purpose of 

this study was to examine the relationship between RMSSD and CSA of the Rectus femoris 

following an exhaustive bout of exercise over 72 hours.  Twelve participants were measured for 

pre-exercise lnRMSSD for five minutes in a seated position, followed by a CSA measurement 

with musculoskeletal ultrasound 15 cm above the superior pole of the patella.  Next participants 

completed 3 vertical jumps (VJheight), and 3 isometric quadriceps strength measurements (ISO), 

followed by an exhaustive exercise protocol that required broad jumps, sprinting, and changing 

direction.  Following completion of the exercise protocol participants repeated the lnRMSSD, 

CSA, and performance measures, and follow-up tests were conducted at 24-hours, 48-hours, and 

72-hours.  There were large near significant correlations between the changes in lnRMSSD and 

CSA from pre-exercise to post-exercise (r = -.57, p = .055), and large statistically significant 

correlations between the changes in lnRMSSD and CSA from pre-exercise measures to 24-hour 

follow-up (r = -.64, p = .025), indicating changes to lnRMSSD are related to the change in CSA 
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of a targeted muscle.  Practitioners may use the changes in lnRMSSD to guide training loads 

prior to exercise as an indirect measurement of local muscle recovery. 

 

Key words: parasympathetic response to exercise, lnRMSSD, cross-sectional area 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Heart rate variability (HRV) refers to the beat-to-beat variations in heart rate (HR) and 

provides a noninvasive measure of cardiac-autonomic modulation (1,8,22). Daily measures of 

HRV of have been used as a guide to periodization of training loads (23,26) as HRV provides 

immediate feedback regarding physiological response to exercise and capacity for subsequent 

performance (15,26).  Stanley et al. (26) suggests that the restoration of parasympathetic activity 

following intense exercise may be indicative of overall return towards homeostasis.   

The root mean square of successive differences between normal heartbeats (RMSSD) 

appears to be an accepted parasympathetic HRV index for detecting daily homeostatic 

perturbations related to an exercise stimulus (3).  In addition, RMSSD may be the preferred HRV 

metric in practical settings due to it being accurately acquired within minutes (12), reliable for 

multiple consecutive day recordings (6), not significantly dependent upon respiratory rates as 

spectral measures (21,24), and does not require advanced software for analysis (6). Therefore, 

RMSSD appears to be a valuable objective measure of the physiological response to exercise 

(22,23).  However, more research is needed to ascertain the degree to which RMSSD relates to 

specific physiological responses, such as skeletal muscle fluctuations, during recovery from 

vigorous exercise.   

Muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) increases during exercise due to a temporal increase in 

blood flow in response to the metabolic demand of active skeletal muscle.  In addition, this acute 
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increase in CSA typically remains up to 24-48 hours following an intense bout of exercise due to 

the inflammatory response related to skeletal muscle damage (5,28).  Measuring CSA of a 

precise muscle can be performed via musculoskeletal ultrasound (US).  This technique provides 

an ability to track morphological changes due to intra-myocellular damage in response to a 

training stimulus (19). 

Previous research has shown that parasympathetic activity mirrors recovery following a 

bout of intense exercise (8,26).  However, since only global markers of muscle damage were 

recorded (e.g., creatine kinase, subjective pain scores), the specific link between cardiac 

parasympathetic activity and morphology of targeted musculature has not been established.  

Because an intense bout of exercise initiates an acute inflammatory response within a targeted 

skeletal muscle (5,28) the overall disturbance in homeostasis may be reflected by changes in 

RMSSD following exercise (26).  Furthermore, the performance measures that were formally 

used to gauge recovery may themselves be considered vigorous or fatiguing (i.e., 1-RM testing) 

hence hampering the specific study of physiological recovery from the actual bout of exercise 

(8).  Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between RMSSD and 

CSA of the Rectus femoris over a 72-hour period following a bout of lower-body focused 

exhaustive exercise.  A secondary purpose of this study was to examine if the recovery of 

RMSSD also mirrored the changes in non-fatiguing measures of performance recovery over the 

72-hour period.  It was hypothesized that RMSSD would closely reflect the changes in CSA of 

the Rectus femoris, as well as the non-fatiguing performance measures following the exercise 

bout. 
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METHODS 

Experimental Approach to the Problem 

 Twelve healthy, moderately physically active volunteers participated in this study.  

Participants reported for a familiarization trial to minimize any learning effects that may occur 

with the repeated measures design.  Following familiarization, participants reported for data 

collection.  Baseline RMSSD values were recorded over a 5-minute period with participants in a 

relaxed seated position.  Next participants lay supine while US was used to capture a CSA image 

of their Rectus femoris muscle at a location 15 cm above the superior pole of their patella.  Then, 

the participants completed a battery of performance tests, which included vertical jump and 

isometric quadriceps strength tests.  After the performance measures, participants performed an 

exhaustive bout of exercise that was designed as an ecologically valid stimulus to mimic 

common movements performed in sports-play; such as broad jumping, running, and changing of 

direction between running and side shuffling.  This exercise protocol was selected due to its 

imitation of athletic events that affect physically active populations (versus traditional eccentric-

exclusive protocols).  The bout of exercise continued until:  expiration of allotted time; if 

participants completed 30 repetitions; or volitional fatigue.  Next, RMSSD was again measured 

in a seated position for 5 minutes followed by capturing another image of their Rectus femoris to 

measure CSA.  Finally, another battery of performance tests was completed and the participants 

were dismissed.  Participants returned for RMSSD and CSA measurements and performance 

testing at 24, 48, and 72 hours post-exercise.  Figure 1 provides an abbreviated illustration of 

these events.    
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Subjects 
 
 Twelve physically active college students (Table 1) were recruited for this study.  

Inclusion criteria required participants to be free from lower extremity injury for at least the last 

6 months and did not have any ailments that would impair their ability to safely perform the 

required exercises in this study.  Additionally, they were required to affirm within a 

questionnaire that they exercised at a vigorous level for at least 60 minutes per week.  

Participants were required to refrain from ingesting caffeine and alcohol for at least 12 hours 

prior to each data collection session, and avoided taking any medication (over-the-counter or 

prescription) for the duration of the study.  Finally, participants were instructed to avoid 

exercising 24 hours prior to beginning data collection and refrain through the duration of the 

study.  Participants arrived for data collection in a fasted state, and all data collection occurred 

between 6 and 7 AM.  All participants completed written informed consent before their 

involvement in this study.  The local Institutional Review Board approved this study.   

 
 

  

Day	1

lnRMSSD	(Pre),	
CSA	(Pre),	

Perform	(Pre)
Exhaustive	
Exercise

lnRMSSD	(Post),	
CSA	(Post),	

Perform	(Post)

24	Hours

lnRMSSD	(24),	
CSA	(24),	

Perform	(24)

48	Hours

lnRMSSD	(48),	
CSA	(48),	

Perform	(48)

72	Hours

lnRMSSD	(72),	
CSA	(72),	

Perform	(72)

 
Figure 4.1 Timeline of study procedures. 
 

lnRMSSD = natural log transformation of the root mean square of standard 
deviations of R-R intervals as measured on ECG; CSA = cross-sectional area of 
Rectus femoris measured with musculoskeletal ultrasound; Perform = vertical jump 
height and isometric quadriceps strength; 24 = 24-hour follow-up measurement; 48 = 
48-hour follow-up measurement; 72 = 72-hour follow-up measurement. 
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Table 4.1 Descriptive characteristics of participants (mean ± SD). 

 Age (years) Height (cm) Weight (kg) 
Male (n = 6) 21.8 ± 1.2 177.7 ± 7.6 79.8 ±   7.5 
Female (n =6) 19.8 ± 1.2 166.7 ± 7.0 67.3 ± 11.2 
 

 

Procedures  

Participants completed an informed consent, health history questionnaire, physical 

activity readiness-questionnaire (PAR-Q), and a demographics background form prior to data 

collection.  Participants who met the inclusion criteria completed a familiarization trial, which 

included all of the exercises and measurements in this study.  During this session height (cm) and 

weight (kg) were recorded with a stadiometer (Seca 213 Seca, UK) and digital scale (Seca, UK), 

respectively.  Once the familiarization trial was complete, subjects reported back to the lab 

within 7 days to complete the data collection.  Table 2 provides a list of the abbreviations utilized 

in this study. 

 

Table 4.2 List of abbreviations. 

HRV Heart rate variability – measure of R-R intervals recorded on ECG 
RMSSD Root mean sum of standard deviations in HRV 
lnRMSSD Natural log transformation of RMSSD 
CSA Rectus femoris cross-sectional area 
VJheight Height of vertical jump 
ISO Isometric quadriceps strength 
Pre Baseline measurement 
IP Follow-up test immediately after exercise 
24 24 hour follow-up after exercise 
48 48 hour follow-up after exercise 
72 72 hour follow-up after exercise 
∆lnRMSSDx Change in lnRMSSD to time indicated (x) minus baseline 
∆CSAx Change in CSA to time indicated (x) minus baseline 
∆VJheightx Change in VJheight to time indicated (x) minus baseline 
∆ISOx Change in ISO to time indicated (x) minus baseline 
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Electrocardiogram and RMSSD Determination 

With the participants sitting on a gurney with their legs handing free at 90° of knee 

flexion while the technicians attached three Ag/AgCl surface electrodes in the following areas:  

1) negative electrode placed directly below the right mid-clavicle; 2) positive electrode to left rib 

cage in-line with areola and inferior to the axilla; 3) grounding electrode to left anterior superior 

iliac spine.  The electrode leads were attached to an acquisition system (Biopac MP150, Biopac 

Inc., Goleta, CA).  Participants remained seated and motionless for 6 minutes while heart rate 

and rhythm were analyzed.  The first minute allowed the heart rhythm to stabilize while the latter 

five minutes was used for RMSSD measurement.   

The ECG segments were visually inspected for non-sinus beats, which if found, were 

eliminated and replaced by the adjacent normal cycle.  If three or more ectopic beats were 

discovered within any 5-minute interval, the participant was eliminated from analysis (n = 0). 

None of the participants violated these parameters.  Each 5-minute ECG recording segment was 

analyzed with RMSSD time domain analysis function using AcqKnowledge software (Version 4 

Biopac Inc., Goleta, CA).  From the ECG recordings, RMSSD was analyzed at baseline, post-

exercise, 24-hour follow-up, 48-hour follow-up, and 72-hour follow-up. 

 

Cross-Sectional Area 

Following the HRV recordings, the participants assumed a supine position on the gurney 

while their right leg was marked for measurement using B-mode musculoskeletal ultrasound 

(US) device (GE Logiq e BT12, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) and a multi-frequency linear-

array probe (12 L, 10 MHz, 3.5 cm depth; GE Healthcare, Wauwatosa, WI) at a location 15 cm 

above the superior pole of their patella.  An aqueous gel was applied to the specified area and the 
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12L longitudinal ultrasound wand was placed against the skin and held 90° perpendicular to the 

skin.  This orientation was maintained as the US probe captured a panoramic view of the Rectus 

femoris, beginning laterally and moving medially. Images were considered acceptable if the 

edges were smooth and there was continuity throughout as judged by the PI, who was 

experienced with taking such US images.  Once an acceptable image was captured, the clinician 

wiped the gel from the participant.  Figure 2 displays an example of an acceptable ultrasound 

image used in this study.  Images were later measured for CSA using external software (ImageJ 

Version 1.4, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).   

 

Figure 4.2 Panoramic ultrasound image of the Rectus femoris from a participant in this 
study. 

 

The fascial outline of the Rectus femoris was traced using the freehand tool with ImageJ 
software.  Also pictured are the Vastus lateralis, Vastus medialis, and Vastus intermedius, 
which were not analyzed in the study. 
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Performance Battery 

Next, participants completed a battery of non-fatiguing tests of physical performance.  

The performance battery consisted of a vertical jump and isometric quadriceps strength 

assessment.  The order in which the exercises are listed was the order in which they were 

performed, in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the National Strength and Conditioning 

Association (4).  Participants were given no more than 60 seconds of rest between each test. 

Vertical jump performance (VJheight) was measured with a commercial device (Perform 

Better, Vertec West Warwick, RI).  The vertical jump device is designed to measure vertical 

jump height and has a weighted base and a telescoping metal arm that can be vertically adjusted.  

Attached to the telescoping arm are 25-plastic swivel vanes that are spaced at increments of 1.27 

centimeters.  Standing reach was measured with participants standing under the vanes and 

reaching upward with their right arm, moving the highest vane they could touch.  Next, the 

telescoping arm was extended to an estimated height where the subject would be able to touch 

their right hand between the lowest and highest vanes upon jumping but would be unable to 

reach the topmost vane.  Participants performed 3 countermovement jumps and reached the 

highest vane possible with their right hands, and the height (cm) was recorded for each effort and 

the average of the 3 jumps were averaged for analysis. 

 Quadriceps isometric strength was measured using a digital dynamometer (Lafayette 

Instrument Company, Lafayette, IN).  Participants sat at the edge of the treatment table with their 

legs hanging freely towards the ground in 90° of knee flexion.  The dynamometer was oriented 

perpendicular to their right ankle and placed just superior to the talus and the participant pushed 

their legs into the device as hard as possible for 3 seconds while maintaining 90° of knee flexion 
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(9). Participants repeated 3 quadriceps isometric strength (ISO) tests and the results were 

recorded in lbs. and the average was analyzed.   

 

Exhaustive Exercise Trial 

Once baseline measures were completed, participants performed a maximum effort 

exhaustive bout of exercise.  The exercise protocol has been validated through previous research 

to elicit objective markers of exhaustion (17).  This protocol required 5 broad jumps to a distance 

that was 75% of the participants’ maximum broad jump distance, and then a timed running 

course.  If a jump did not reach the distance marked that jump did not count and was repeated 

until the participant crossed the marker 5 times.  Completion of both the set of 5 broad jumps and 

the timed running course equated to one repetition.  The clinician timed each running effort with 

a stopwatch.  The course is detailed in Figure 3.  Exercise was stopped if any one of the 

termination criteria were met:  1) failed to complete the course within the allotted time of 150% 

of the participants’ first lap on the running course; 2) if the participant completed 30 repetitions; 

3) if the participant reached volitional fatigue and wanted to stop. 
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Figure 4.3 Exhaustive exercise protocol design. 

 

Participants began by performing 5 broad jumps to a distance that was 75% of their 
maximum broad jump.  Cones were positioned on the ground to mimic a basketball court.  
Participants next began the running course at cone A and ran forward around cone B until 
reaching cone C, then ran backwards in a straight line back to cone A.  Participants then 
turned so they were facing cone D and shuffled laterally to their left to cone B, and upon 
reaching cone B they sprinted forward to cone D:  at cone D they turned to their left and 
sprinted to cone C.  Finally, at cone C participants turned to face cone D once more and 
shuffled to their right until reaching cone B, and reaching cone B they sprinted forward to 
cone D:  at cone D they turned to their right and sprinted to cone A.  The combination of 
broad jumps and this running course equated to 1 repetition and participants were allowed 
no more than 60 seconds between finishing one repetition and beginning another. 
 

Follow-up testing  

Upon completion of the exercise protocol, participants again repeated the ECG for 

RMSSD procedures and CSA image capturing procedures noted above, and completed another 

bout of the performance measures.  This data collection trial was completed once all of the post-

exercise measures were recorded.  Each participant returned to the laboratory 24, 48, and 72 

hours later to repeat the same RMSSD, CSA and performance measures described previously. 
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Statistical Analyses 

Statistical procedures were performed using SPSS version 22.0 (IBM, New York, NY).  

Main effects were analyzed by a repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the 

differences between both methods for assessing RMSSD at baseline, immediately post-exercise, 

and 24-hour, 48-hour, and 72-hour post-exercise.  RMSSD data were transformed to a natural 

logs (hereafter referred to as lnRMSSD) to control for the skewness and kurtosis observed in the 

data.  Additionally, CSA was analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA to determine if CSA 

changed significantly across 72 hours.  Performance variables (VJheight, ISO) were also 

individually analyzed with repeated measures ANOVAs.  Significant differences were followed-

up with least significant difference (LSD) post hoc tests to determine where the changes 

occurred.  The above statistical comparisons were made at an a priori p < 0.05 alpha level.  

Traditional methods for statistical analysis may not indicate the magnitude of an effect, which is 

relevant to practitioners working with smaller sample populations (athletic trainers, strength and 

conditioning coaches) (14).  Therefore, Cohen’s d statistic was calculated as the effect size of the 

differences (10) and Hopkin’s scale of magnitude was used where an effect size of 0-0.2 was 

considered trivial, 0.2-0.6 was small, 0.6-1.2 was moderate, 1.2-2.0 was large, >2.0 was very 

large (14). 

Change variables were created and the pre-exercise values were compared to the 

respective time follow-up as follows:  from baseline to immediately post-exercise (∆lnRMSSDIP, 

∆CSAIP, ∆VJheight IP, and ∆ISOIP, respectively), 24-hour minus pre-exercise (∆lnRMSSD24, 

∆CSA24, ∆VJheight 24, and ∆ISO24, respectively), 48-hour minus pre-exercise (∆lnRMSSD48, 

∆CSA48, ∆VJheight 48, and ∆ISO48, respectively), and 72-hour minus pre-exercise (∆lnRMSSD72, 

∆CSA72, ∆VJheight 72, and ∆ISO72, respectively).  Pearson correlations analyzed the associations 
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between changes in lnRMSSD, changes in CSA and changes in performance measures following 

the exhaustive exercise over the 72-hour study period and relationships were considered 

significant at p < 0.05 alpha level.  The qualitative magnitude of the correlation coefficient was 

identified by the Hopkins et al. (14) method where r of 0 to 0.30 was considered small, 0.31 to 

0.49 was moderate, 0.50 to 0.69 was large, 0.70 to 0.89 was very large, and 0.90 to 1.00 was near 

perfect. 

 

RESULTS 

 All twelve participants who volunteered completed this study.  Repeated measures 

ANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference in VJheight across all measures (p = .031).  

Follow-up analysis indicates that the significant difference was (p = .014, Cohen’s d = .28) 

between pre-exercise VJheight (49.81± 10.56 cm) and the 24-hour follow-up (46.51± 13.12 cm).  

There were no significant differences in ISO across all time periods (p = .204).   

There were significant differences between pre-exercise lnRMSSD and immediately 

post-exercise lnRMSSD values (p = .002, Cohen’s d = 1.22).  There were no significant 

differences between pre-exercise lnRMSSD and any other follow-up measure.  Individual 

lnRMSSD values at all time points are presented in Table 3, which shows the variation in 

responses between participants.  Rectus femoris CSA also changed significantly from pre-

exercise to immediately post-exercise (p = .002, Cohen’s d = -1.06), but no other comparisons 

were significantly different.  Individual variation between participants in CSA values are 

presented in Table 4.
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Table 4.3 Individual mean +/- SD pre-exercise, immediately post-exercise, change in post-pre, 24 hour follow-up, 24-pre, 48 
hour follow-up, 48-pre, 72 hour follow-up, 72-pre for lnRMSSD among the participants. 
 
Participant lnRMSSDpre lnRMSSDIP ∆lnRMSSDIP lnRMSSD24 ∆lnRMSSD24 lnRMSSD48 ∆lnRMSSD48 lnRMSSD72 ∆lnRMSSD72 

1 4.34 3.79 -0.55 5.22 0.88 3.31 -1.03 3.23 -1.11 
2 2.51 0.37 -2.14 2.63 0.12 3.69 1.18 3.09 0.58 
3 4.02 3.67 -0.35 3.76 -0.26 4.56 0.54 3.86 -0.16 
4 4.20 4.26 0.06 4.42 0.22 4.27 0.07 4.92 0.72 
5 3.76 3.45 -0.31 4.05 0.29 3.39 -0.37 3.43 -0.33 
6 4.56 3.83 -0.73 5.03 0.47 4.76 0.20 4.09 -0.47 
7 4.95 2.27 -2.68 3.82 -1.13 3.90 -1.05 4.34 -0.61 
8 3.70 1.84 -1.86 4.00 0.30 3.53 -0.17 4.18 0.48 
9 3.78 0.77 -3.01 3.67 -0.11 3.97 0.19 3.83 0.05 

10 4.13 1.38 -2.75 2.65 -1.48 3.66 -0.47 3.58 -0.55 
11 3.59 1.12 -2.47 3.72 0.13 4.12 0.53 4.02 0.43 
12 4.37 4.48 0.11 4.00 -0.37 3.88 -0.49 4.07 -0.30 

Mean 3.99 2.60* -1.39 3.91 -0.08 3.92 -0.07 3.89 -0.11 
SD 0.59 1.41 1.15 0.74 0.64 0.43 0.63 0.49 0.54 

 
lnRMSSD = natural log transformation of root-mean square differences of successive R-R intervals, lnRMSSDpre = lnRMSSD 
pre-exercise, lnRMSSDIP = lnRMSSD immediately post-exercise,  ∆lnRMSSDIP = lnRMSSDIP minus lnRMSSDpre,  lnRMSSD24 
= lnRMSSD 24 hours after exercise, ∆lnRMSSD24 = lnRMSSD24 minus lnRMSSDpre, lnRMSSD48 = lnRMSSD 48 hours after 
exercise, ∆lnRMSSD48 = lnRMSSD48 minus lnRMSSDpre, lnRMSSD72 = lnRMSSD 72 hours after exercise, ∆lnRMSSD72 = 
lnRMSSD72 minus lnRMSSDpre, p * <.05 vs. pre-exhaustive exercise. 
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Table 4.4 Individual mean +/- SD pre-exercise, immediately post-exercise, change in post-pre, 24-hour follow-up, 24-pre, 48-
hour follow-up, 48-pre, 72-hour follow-up, 72-pre for CSA among the participants. 

Participant CSApre CSAIP ∆CSAIP CSA24 ∆CSA24 CSA48 ∆CSA48 CSA72 ∆CSA72 
1 6.75 7.29 0.54 6.58 -0.18 7.45 0.70 7.69 0.94 
2 6.76 8.29 1.53 7.03 0.27 6.94 0.18 7.41 0.65 
3 7.45 7.78 0.33 7.08 -0.37 6.57 -0.88 6.86 -0.59 
4 6.33 6.73 0.40 6.16 -0.17 6.04 -0.29 6.14 -0.19 
5 7.39 8.39 1.00 7.25 -0.14 7.36 -0.03 7.49 0.10 
6 8.26 7.99 -0.27 8.29 0.03 7.81 -0.45 8.28 0.02 
7 6.71 7.73 1.02 7.20 0.49 6.25 -0.46 7.05 0.34 
8 7.69 7.88 0.19 7.47 -0.22 7.57 -0.13 7.97 0.28 
9 7.44 8.46 1.02 7.55 0.11 7.27 -0.18 7.54 0.10 

10 6.26 7.20 0.94 7.19 0.93 6.99 0.73 7.57 1.31 
11 6.68 7.29 0.61 7.01 0.33 6.72 0.04 6.38 -0.30 
12 7.70 7.75 0.05 7.28 -0.42 7.81 0.11 7.81 0.11 

Mean 7.12 7.73* 0.61 7.17 0.05 7.06 -0.06 7.35 0.23 
SD 0.62 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.39 0.58 0.46 0.63 0.53 

 
CSA = Rectus femoris cross-sectional area, CSApre = CSA pre-exercise, CSAIP = CSA immediately post-exercise, ∆CSAIP = 
CSAIP minus CSApre, CSA24 = CSA 24 hours after exercise, ∆CSA24 = CSA24 minus CSApre, CSA48 = CSA 48 hours after 
exercise, ∆CSA48 = CSA48 minus CSApre, CSA72 = CSA 72 hours after exercise, ∆CSA72 = CSA72 minus CSApre, p* <.05 vs. pre-
exhaustive exercise.
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Table 5 displays the correlations between lnRMSSD, CSA, and the performance variables pre-

exercise, as well as the correlations between changes in lnRMSSD, CSA, and the performance 

variables from pre-exercise to follow-up values (post-exercise minus pre-exercise, 24-hour 

follow-up minus pre-exercise, 48-hour follow-up minus pre-exercise, and 72-hour follow-up 

minus pre-exercise).  There was a near significant negative large correlation between the changes 

in ∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆CSAIP (r = -.57, p = .055, Figure 4).  There was a near significant large 

correlation between ∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆ISOIP (r = .57, p = .055, Figure 5).  There was also a 

large negative correlation between ∆lnRMSSD24 and ∆CSA24 (r = -.64, p = .025, Figure 6).  No 

other significant correlations were found. 
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Table 4.5 Correlation coefficients and their qualitative magnitudes of the relationships 
between lnRMSSD and CSA and the performance variables (VJheight, ISO) at baseline, pre-
exercise values and their respective change variables with respective follow-up.  
 

 lnRMSSDpre Qualitative Magnitude 
CSA pre    .12           Small 
VJheight pre -  .15           Small 
ISO pre -  .38           Moderate 
   
 ∆lnRMSSDIP  
∆CSAIP -  .57†           Large 
∆VJheight IP    .29           Small 
∆ISOIP    .57†           Large 
   
 ∆lnRMSSD24  
∆CSA24 -  .64*           Large 
∆VJheight 24    .40           Moderate 
∆ISO24    .22           Small 
   
 ∆lnRMSSD48  
∆CSA48 -  .30           Small  
∆VJheight 48    .19           Small 
∆ISO48 -  .10           Small 
   
 ∆lnRMSSD72  
∆CSA72 -  .43           Moderate 
∆VJheight 72 -  .38           Moderate 
∆ISO72 -  .20           Small 
   
lnRMSSD = natural log transformation of root-mean square differences of successive R-R 
intervals, CSA = Rectus femoris cross-sectional area, VJheight = average vertical jump, 
ISO = isometric quadriceps strength, ∆ = change in respective variable from time indicated 
minus pre-exercise value, IP = immediately post-exhaustive exercise, 24 = difference 
between 24 hour follow-up measure minus pre-exercise measure, 48 = difference between 
48 hour follow-up measure minus pre-exercise measure, 72 = difference between 72 hour 
follow-up measure minus pre-exercise measure, * p < .05; † = approached statistical 
significance.  
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Figure 4.4 Scatter plot showing the relationship between ∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆CSAIP 
(immediately post-exhaustive exercise minus pre-exhaustive exercise values). 
 

 
The values for ∆lnRMSSDIP (arbitrary units [AU]) vs. ∆CSAIP (cm2). 
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Figure 4.5 Scatter plot showing the relationship between ∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆ISOIP 
(immediately post-exhaustive exercise minus pre-exhaustive exercise values). 
 

 
The values for ∆lnRMSSDIP (AU) vs. ∆ISOIP (lbs). 
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Figure 4.6 Scatter plot showing the relationship between ∆lnRMSSD24 and ∆CSA24 
(immediately post-exhaustive exercise minus pre-exhaustive exercise values). 
 

 
The values for ∆lnRMSSD24 (AU) vs. ∆CSA24 (cm2). 

 

DISCUSSION 

The hypothesis that the recovery of lnRMSSD and CSA over 72-hours following 

exhaustive exercise would relate was partially confirmed.  Moreover, the hypothesis that the 

change in lnRMSSD would also be associated with performance variables was only partially 

confirmed.  There was a significant difference in lnRMSSD from baseline to immediately post-

exercise (IP), yet no other follow-up value was different from baseline, indicating that lnRMSSD 

recovered by the 24-hour follow-up.  Similarly, CSA increased significantly from baseline at IP 
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but there were no other significant differences in mean CSA values at the later follow-up times 

indicating that Rectus femoris CSA returned to baseline by the 24-hour follow-up.  There were 

significant large negative correlations between responses of ∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆CSAIP, as well as 

between ∆lnRMSSD24 and ∆CSA24 following the exhaustive exercise.  However, the correlations 

between the changes in these metrics were not significant at 48 and 72 hours post-exercise.  

Also, there was a large positive correlation between ∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆ISOIP, but these 

variables were no longer correlated beyond the IP follow-up.  The changes in lnRMMSD were 

not associated with any other change in performance over the study period.  

Based on previous research (2,7,11,19,20,25), the CSA parameter analyzed in this study 

was used as a direct marker of the transient structural changes induced by the inflammatory 

response within a local muscle (e.g., Rectus femoris) following vigorous exercise.  In the present 

study, Rectus femoris CSA increased significantly following the exhaustive exercise but returned 

to baseline at 24 hours.  Chan et al. (7) showed an increased CSA of the Biceps brachii following 

repetitive eccentric contractions of the elbow flexors against maximal resistance. However, in 

contrast to the current results, the increased CSA found in the study persisted for 4 days 

following the exercise stimulus (7).  The Rectus femoris was chosen in the current study because 

of its bi-articulate orientation; i.e., crossing both the hip and knee joints.  This was an important 

feature for this present study because the multi-axial movements performed by the coxofemoral 

joint during the exhaustive exercise protocol (17).  The exercise protocol was designed as an 

ecologically valid stimulus to mimic movement in common sportive activities (e.g., basketball, 

soccer, etc.) and not for the purposes of eliciting maximal eccentric contractions and hence may 

not have resulted in the same magnitude of myocellular damage evidenced by Chan et al. (7).  

This protocol was selected to increase external validity, as it was designed to be more of a 
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practical replica of an athletic event that clinicians will encounter in their practices.  This was 

most likely the reason an extended increase in CSA was not observed on average in the group.  

However, upon further examination of the inter-participant variation in CSA responses across the 

sample (displayed in Table 4), some of the participants continued to increase CSA at 24 hours 

post-exercise.  The individual discrepancies could be due to differences in physical adaptation 

specific to the type of movements involved in the exercise protocol.  This highlights a potential 

limitation of the study as athletic background was not assessed (i.e., the inclusion criteria was 

based on general physical activity).  Moreover, individual responses were also shown in the 

lnRMSSD values post-exercise.  Evaluation of the relationships between the changes in 

lnRMSSD and CSA immediately post-exercise (i.e., ∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆CSAIP, respectively) and 

at 24 hours post-exercise (i.e., ∆lnRMSSD24 and ∆CSA24, respectively) provided large 

correlation coefficients.  This finding suggests that the lnRMSSD and CSA measures provided 

similar patterns of variance up to 24 hours of recovery.  Therefore, it appears that the autonomic 

nervous system response and the temporal hypertrophic response within the Rectus femoris were 

related for up to 24 hours following the exercise stimulus. 

 A speculative explanation of this finding may be related to the autonomic adjustments in 

cardiovascular activity due to the heightened metabolic demand of active skeletal muscle, as well 

as to the metabolic by-products of intracellular damage activating the metaboreflex.  For 

instance, cardiac output is increased during exercise at a proportional rate to active skeletal 

musculature (e.g., the Rectus femoris), hence increasing CSA (13).  This is primarily mediated 

by a shift in cardiac-autonomic control toward sympathetic dominance (22), thus decreasing 

lnRMSSD.  Also, intense bouts of exercise initiate an acute inflammatory response, which may 

be present at 24 hours post-exercise (13,14,15) leading to a continued increase in CSA of an 
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affected muscle.  It is possible that these local inflammatory agents may stimulate 

metaboreceptors within skeletal muscle causing afferent feedback to sustain a heightened 

sympathetic activity (18).  Further study utilizing a more vigorous bout of exercise may be 

needed to confirm these hypotheses, especially given that the relationship between the changes in 

lnRMSSD and CSA dissipated at 48 hours and beyond. 

Related to the secondary purpose of the study, the only significant finding was a large 

positive correlation between ∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆ISOIP. This finding indicates that ∆lnRMSSDIP 

and ∆ISOIP trended downward in a similar pattern immediately following the exercise protocol.  

This is most likely due to the presence of localized (reflected via ISO) (29) and global (reflected 

via lnRMSSD) (6,27) levels of fatigue following the exercise bout.  Because the exercise bout 

was not designed to elicit maximal repetitive contractions it resulted in minimal decrements in 

performance with a minimal concomitant disturbance in autonomic function.  For example, 

VJheight decreased 24 hours post-exercise compared to baseline.  This change (i.e., ∆VJheight 24) 

was largely correlated to ∆lnRMSSD24 (r = .40), though the coefficient was non-significant (p = 

.194), which highlights the limitation of the small sample size.  Beyond these findings, there 

were no noteworthy changes in the performance measures, nor were there further significant 

relationships between changes in lnRMSSD and performance. 

In conclusion, this study aimed to determine if there was a relationship between 

lnRMSSD and Recuts femoris CSA following exhaustive exercise.  The relationship between 

∆lnRMSSDIP and ∆CSAIP values resulted in a large negative correlation coefficient; similarly, 

the relationship between ∆lnRMSSD24 and ∆CSA24 also manifested as a large negative 

correlation.  Likewise, ∆lnRMSSSDIP and ∆ISOIP were also largely positively correlated.  This is 

likely due to the exhaustion of the quadriceps muscles concomitant with vagal tone suppression 
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and increased sympathetic outflow which predominates cardiac control immediately following 

an exercise stimulus that was designed to mimic submaximal sporting activities.  Future research 

should consider a more vigorous bout of exercise and a larger sample size when determining if 

autonomic changes are related to performance recovery. 

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS  

 The implication of assessing and monitoring HRV can be impactful for exercise 

physiologists, athletic trainers, strength and conditioning coaches, and many other sports 

medicine professionals.  Heart rate variability is an indirect measure of parasympathetic activity 

of the autonomic system (1,8,22), and is sensitive to changes in total body exertion (15,26).  

Obtaining lnRMSSD values is appropriate for use in the field setting, as the measurements can 

be obtained within 5 minutes of the participants sitting upright (27).  Previous research has 

demonstrated the application of lnRMSSD for monitoring recovery status following exercise (8), 

though the link between lnRMSSD and localized muscle damage has not been established.  

Muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) is a direct measurement of individual muscle size and can be 

recorded in field settings via musculoskeletal ultrasound (16).  Monitoring the changes in both of 

these metrics following exercise may provide further evidence that these simple measures are 

appropriate for monitoring recovery status. 

 This study discovered that there was a large correlation between the changes in 

lnRMMSD and Rectus femoris CSA from baseline immediately following the exercise protocol.  

Additionally, lnRMSSD and CSA were further largely correlated at the 24 hour follow-up.  

These results indicate that as the cardiac control center shifts from parasympathetic dominance to 

sympathetic during exercise there is a concomitant increase in active skeletal muscle CSA.  
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Therefore, because lnRMSSD and CSA are reflective of autonomic nervous system functioning 

and vary together, lnRMSSD may also be an indicator of CSA and a useful indicator of recovery 

status.   
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APPENDIX A:  IRB APPROVAL LETTER 
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APPENDIX B:  RPE SCALE 
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APPENDIX C:  24-HOUR RECALL 

 

ID:       

Date:       

Time:     

Session #:      

 
1. How many hours of sleep did you get last night? (please circle one)�  
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 (hrs) �  

 
2. How many hours of sleep do you normally get? (please circle one)�  
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 (hrs) �  

 
3. How many hours has it been since your last meal or snack? (please circle one) 
11.522.533.54 4.55 5.56 6.5 7 7.5 88.5 9 9.5 1010.51111.51212.51313.51414.5 15 (hrs)  
 
  List the items below: �  

 
4. When did you last have:  

- a cup of coffee or tea? �  
 

- cigarettes?�  
 

- drugs (including aspirin)?�  
 

- alcohol?�  
 

- herbal or dietary supplements? �  

5. How many glasses of water or other beverages have you consumed in the last 24 hours? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 �  

 
6. When did you last consume water or another beverage? _____________ 

How much? ________ (glasses) �  
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7.    What sort of physical activity did you perform yesterday? �  
 

8. What sort of physical activity have you performed today? �  
 

9. Since your list visit to the lab, has anything unusual, that is out of the ordinary, occurred that 
has substantially affected how your feel.   Please circle: Yes / No   
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APPENDIX D:  HEALTH SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Date    
 

Name      
 Last First MI	

Contact    
Home Phone Cell Phone Email 

	

Date of Birth   
MM/DD/YYYY 

Age   Sex   Ht   Wt   

Occupation               
   

	
Emergency Contact    

Name Relationship
 Phone 

	
	

Have you ever been diagnosed with a lower extremity injury?  If yes, please explain:   

             
             
             
       

	

Have you experienced a lower extremity injury within the last 3 months?  If yes, please 
describe the injury: 

             
             
             
       
 
Do you currently have any injuries that might prevent you from fully participating in this study?  
If yes, please explain: 
             
             
             
       
 
Do you affirm that you exercise at a moderate-intensity for at least 150 minutes per week?   
Please circle your answer:   Yes  No 
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Adapted from AHA/ACSM Health/Fitness Facility Preparticipation Screening Questionnaire as shown in: 
Preparticipation Health Screening. In: ACSM's Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription, edited 
by L.S. Pescatello, R. Arena, D. Riebe, and P.D. Thompson. Philadelphia, PA: Wolters Kluwer; Lippincott 
Williams & Wilkins, 2014, p. 19-38. 
Assess your health status by marking all true statements: 
History 
You have had: 
 a heart attack 
  heart surgery 
  cardiac catheterization 
  coronary angioplasty (PTCA) 
  pacemaker/implantable cardiac defibrillator/rhythm disturbance 
  heart valve disease 
  heart failure 
  heart transplantation 
  congenital heart disease 
	
Symptoms 
  You experience chest discomfort with exertion 
  You experience unreasonable breathlessness 
  You experience dizziness, fainting, or blackouts 
  You experience ankle swelling 
  You experience unpleasant awareness of a forceful or rapid heart rate 
  You take heart medications 
	
Other health issues 
  You have diabetes 
  You have asthma or other lung disease 
 You have burning or cramping sensation in your lower legs when walking short distances 
  You have musculoskeletal problems that limit your physical activity 
  You have concerns about the safety of exercise 
  You take prescription medications 
  You are pregnant 
	

Cardiovascular Risk Factors 
  You are a man ≥ 45 years 
  You are a woman ≥ 55 years 
  You smoke or quit smoking within the previous 6 months 
  Your blood pressure is > 140/90 mm Hg 
  You do not know your blood pressure 
  You take blood pressure medication 
  Your blood cholesterol level is ≥ 200 mg/dL 
  You do not know your cholesterol level 
  You have a close blood relative who had a heart attack or heart surgery before age 

55 (father or brother) or age 65 (mother or sister) 
  You are physically inactive (i.e., you get < 30 minutes of physical activity on at least 3 days per week) 
  You have a body mass index ≥ 30 kg/m2

 

  You have prediabetes 
  You do not know if you have prediabetes 
	
 
 None of the above 
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APPENDIX E:  PHYSICAL ACTIVITY READINESS QUESTIONNAIRE 
(PAR-Q) 

 

 

No changes permitted. You are encouraged to photocopy the PAR-Q but only if you use the entire form.

1.    Has your doctor ever said that you have a heart condition and that you should only do physical activity 
recommended by a doctor?

2.    Do you feel pain in your chest when you do physical activity?

3.    In the past month, have you had chest pain when you were not doing physical activity?

4.    Do you lose your balance because of dizziness or do you ever lose consciousness?

5.    Do you have a bone or joint problem (for example, back, knee or hip) that could be made worse by a 
change in your physical activity?

6.    Is your doctor currently prescribing drugs (for example, water pills) for your blood pressure or heart con-
dition? 

7.    Do you know of any other reason why you should not do physical activity?

PLEASE NOTE:  If  your health changes so that you then answer YES to 
any of  the above questions, tell your fitness or health professional.  

Ask whether you should change your physical activity plan.

Regular physical activity is fun and healthy, and increasingly more people are starting to become more active every day.  Being more active is very safe for most 
people. However, some people should check with their doctor before they start becoming much more physically active.

If  you are planning to become much more physically active than you are now, start by answering the seven questions in the box below.  If  you are between the 
ages of  15 and 69, the PAR-Q will tell you if  you should check with your doctor before you start.  If  you are over 69 years of  age, and you are not used to being 
very active, check with your doctor.

Common sense is your best guide when you answer these questions.  Please read the questions carefully and answer each one honestly:  check YES or NO.

Talk with your doctor by phone or in person BEFORE you start becoming much more physically active or BEFORE you have a fitness appraisal.  Tell 
your doctor about the PAR-Q and which questions you answered YES.

•  You may be able to do any activity you want — as long as you start slowly and build up gradually.  Or, you may need to restrict your activities to 
those which are safe for you. Talk with your doctor about the kinds of  activities you wish to participate in and follow his/her advice.

•  Find out which community programs are safe and helpful for you.

PAR-Q & YOU

	➔

Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire - PAR-Q 
(revised 2002)

DELAY BECOMING MUCH MORE ACTIVE:
•  if  you are not feeling well because of  a temporary illness such as 

a cold or a fever – wait until you feel better; or
•  if  you are or may be pregnant – talk to your doctor before you 

start becoming more active.

If 

you 

answered 

If  you answered NO honestly to all PAR-Q questions, you can be reasonably sure that you can:
•  start becoming much more physically active – begin slowly and build up gradually.  This is the 

safest and easiest way to go.

•  take part in a fitness appraisal – this is an excellent way to determine your basic fitness so 
that you can plan the best way for you to live actively. It is also highly recommended that you 
have your blood pressure evaluated.  If  your reading is over 144/94, talk with your doctor 
before you start becoming much more physically active.

NOTE:  If  the PAR-Q is being given to a person before he or she participates in a physical activity program or a fitness appraisal, this section may be used for legal or administrative purposes.

"I have read, understood and completed this questionnaire.  Any questions I had were answered to my full satisfaction."

NAME ________________________________________________________________________         

SIGNATURE _______________________________________________________________________________            DATE______________________________________________________

SIGNATURE OF PARENT _______________________________________________________________________            WITNESS ___________________________________________________
or GUARDIAN (for participants under the age of  majority)

Informed Use of  the PAR-Q:  The Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, Health Canada, and their agents assume no liability for persons who undertake physical activity, and if  in doubt after completing 
this questionnaire, consult your doctor prior to physical activity.

continued on other side...

(A Questionnaire for People Aged 15 to 69)

   YES         NO

YES to one or more questions

NO to all questions

Note:  This physical activity clearance is valid for a maximum of 12 months from the date it is completed and 
becomes invalid if your condition changes so that you would answer YES to any of the seven questions.

© Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology Supported by:
Health
Canada

Santé
Canada
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APPENDIX F:  WORKSHEET 
 

ID:        
Age:      
Gender:       
 
 

Height:       
Weight:      
Time:      
Visit #:       
 

Paperwork

Informed Consent:    � 
Health History:   � 
PAR-Q:   � 

Demographics:  �� 
24-Hour Recall:  � 
 

Pre-Exercise Measures
 
ECG:    � 
Ultrasound:   � 
Circumference:  

 1.     
 2.     
 3.     

 
ROM: 
 1.     
 2.     
 3.     
 
LESS:    � 

Pre-Performance Battery
GymAware:    � 
Vertical Jump: 
   1.     
   2.     
   3.      

T-Test:       
 
IsoM Test:  Average Peak TTP    

1.       
 2.       
 3.       
 

Exercise Protocol

Max Broad Jump    
75% Distance:     
1st Lap Time:    
1st + 50% Time:   
  2.     
 3.     
 4.    
 5.     

6.     
 7.    
 8.     

9.      
10.     

 11.     
12.     
13.     
14.     
15.     
16.     
17.     
18.     
19.     

20.     
21.     
22.     
23.     
24.     
25.     
26.     
27.     
28.     
29.     
30.     
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Post Exercise Data 
 
# Laps Completed:      

 
RPE:       
 

 
Post-Exercise Measures

 
ECG:    � 
Ultrasound:   � 
Circumference:  

 1.     
 2.     
 3.     

 
ROM: 
 1.     
 2.     
 3.     
 
LESS:    � 
 
Likert:     

Post-Performance Battery
 
GymAware:    � 
Vertical Jump: 
  1.     
  2.     
  3.      

 
T-Test:       
 
IsoM Test:  Average  Peak  TTP 
 1.       
 2.       
 3.       
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APPENDIX G:  LESS-RT SCORING SHEET 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


